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Abstract
The Lerch zeta function is a three-variable generalization of the Riemann zeta
function and the Hurwitz zeta function. In this thesis, we study generalizations and
analogues of the Lerch zeta function. Our approaches proceed along three directions:
local, global and classical.
In the local study, we construct a new family of local zeta integrals, called local
Lerch-Tate zeta integrals. These local zeta integrals have analytic continuation and
functional equation which resembles the functional quation of the Lerch zeta function.
Our local zeta integrals generalize Tate’s local zeta integrals.
In the global investigation, we introduce a family of global zeta integrals over
global number field and a family of global zeta integrals over global function field;
these families are called global Lerch-Tate zeta integrals. These global zeta integrals
converge absolutely on a right half-plane; they have meromorphic continuation and
functional equation. Our global zeta integrals generalize Tate’s global zeta integrals.
In the special case when the number field is the field of rational numbers, specializa-
tions of these global zeta integrals give the symmetrized Lerch zeta functions.
In the classical approach, we study a generalized Lerch zeta function with four
variables. We compute its Fourier expansion and establish its analytic continuation.
v
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The Lerch zeta function
This thesis studies generalizations and analogues of the Lerch zeta function. The
Lerch zeta function is given by the Dirichlet series
ζ(s, a, c) =
∞∑
n=0
1
(n+ c)s
e(na)
where e(z) = e2piiz for a complex number z. If a is complex with non-negative imagi-
nary part and c is real but not a non-negative integer, ζ(s, a, c) converges absolutely
for <(s) > 1.
Special cases of the Lerch zeta function include the Riemann zeta function
ζ(s) =
∞∑
n=1
n−s = ζ(s, 0, 1),
the Hurwitz zeta function
ζ(s, c) =
∞∑
n=0
(n+ c)−s = ζ(s, 0, c),
and the periodic zeta function [23, Section 25.13]
F (a, s) =
∞∑
n=1
1
ns
e(na) = e(−a) ζ(s, a, 1).
First investigations on the Lerch zeta function can be found in papers of Lipschitz
[13, 14] and Lerch [12]. Weil gave a beautiful exposition of the analytic continuation
and the functional equation of the Lerch zeta function in his classic book [42]. The
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book of Laurincˇikas and Garunksˇtis [11] carefully studies analytic properties of the
Lerch zeta function.
1.2 Properties of the Lerch zeta function
Lerch [12] showed that ζ(s, a, c) extends to a meromorphic function for s ∈ C by
virtue of the integral representation
ζ(s, a, c) =
Γ(1− s)
2pii
∫
C
zs−1ecz
1− ez+2piia dz
where C is the contour running from −∞ below the negative real axis to the origin,
encircling around the origin in positive orientation, and tracing back to ∞ above the
negative real axis. Lerch [12] proved the three-term functional equation
ζ(1− s, a, c) = Γ(s)
(2pi)s
{
e
piis
2 e−2piiacζ(s,−c, a) + e−piis2 e2piic(1−a)ζ(s, c, 1− a)}, (1.1)
which researchers call Lerch’s transformation formula.
Now suppose that a and c are real variables with 0 < a < 1 and 0 < c < 1.
Fundamental properties of the Lerch zeta function ζ(s, a, c) include the following:
(i) Functional equation: Lerch’s transformation formula (1.1) admits a more sym-
metric form. Define
L+(s, a, c) = ζ(s, a, c) + e−2piiaζ(s, 1− a, 1− c)
L−(s, a, c) = ζ(s, a, c)− e−2piiaζ(s, 1− a, 1− c).
The symmetrized Lerch zeta functions L±(s, a, c) can be expressed, for Re(s) >
1, as Dirichlet series
L+(s, a, c) =
∞∑
n=−∞
1
|n+ c|s e(na)
L−(s, a, c) =
∞∑
n=−∞
sgn(n+ c)
|n+ c|s e(na).
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On completing L±(s, a, c) with
Lˆ+(s, a, c) = pi−
s
2 Γ
(s
2
)
L+(s, a, c)
Lˆ−(s, a, c) = pi−
s+1
2 Γ
(
s+ 1
2
)
L−(s, a, c),
it is shown that Lˆ±(s, a, c) extends to entire functions of s and admits functional
equations
Lˆ+(s, a, c) = e(−ac) Lˆ+(1− s, 1− c, a) (1.2)
Lˆ−(s, a, c) = ie(−ac) Lˆ−(1− s, 1− c, a). (1.3)
The functional equations (1.2) and (1.3) were proved by Weil [42, p. 57] and
Lagarias and Li [7, Theorem 2.1].
(ii) Differential-difference equations: The Lerch zeta function satisfies, for all s by
analytic continuation, the differential-difference equations
1
2pii
∂aζ(s, a, c) = ζ(s− 1, a, c)− c ζ(s, a, c) (1.4)
∂cζ(s, a, c) = −s ζ(s+ 1, a, c). (1.5)
From (1.4) and (1.5), one derives a second order linear partial differential equa-
tion satisfied by ζ(s, a, c), namely(
1
2pii
∂a∂c + c ∂c + s
)
ζ(s, a, c) = 0. (1.6)
The differential equations (1.4)–(1.6) were shown for ζ(s, a, c) by Apostol [1,
p. 163] and extended to an analytic continuation of ζ(s, a, c) by Lagarias and
Li [8, Theorem 5.1].
The zeta functions L±(s, a, c) satisfy the periodicity relations
L±(s, a+ 1, c) = L±(s, a, c) (1.7)
L±(s, a, c+ 1) = e(−a)L±(s, a, c). (1.8)
Beside (i) and (ii), the Lerch zeta function exhibits several salient features which
are interesting and worthwhile for further investigation.
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(iii) Multivaluedness: Viewed as a function of three complex variables, ζ(s, a, c)
exhibits multi-valued nature. Lagarias and Li [8] showed that ζ(s, a, c) can be
defined as a multi-valued function on the complex manifold
{(s, a, c) ∈ C× (C− Z)× (C− Z)}
and that the multi-valued function descends to a single-valued function on the
maximal abelian cover of this complex manifold.
(iv) Special values of ζ(s, a, c) and its variants have interesting arithmetic properties,
as shown by Lagarias and Li [9] and Shimura [31, 32].
(v) The Lerch zeta function ζ(s, a, c) can not be expressed as an Euler product in
general.
1.3 Motivation and goal of the thesis
Tate reformulated classical number-theoretic zeta functions, for instance the Rie-
mann zeta function, Dirichlet L-functions, and Hecke L-functions, as zeta integrals.
Modern number theory transforms Tate’s perspective into the theory of automorphic
L-functions. The automorphic L-functions have Euler products which provide them
with vast connections with arithmetic geometry and representation theory.
Because of the translation twist by the variable c and the additive character twist
by the variable a, the Lerch zeta function ζ(s, a, c) does not have an Euler product
in general. It is natural to ask whether there is an automorphic framework for which
the Lerch zeta function fits in. This is too broad a question to answer, but let us
raise the following concrete questions:
(1) Can the Lerch zeta function be realized as a zeta integral on the adeles?
(2) Is there a generalization of the Lerch zeta function for global number field?
(3) Does the Lerch zeta function have an analogue over global function field?
(4) If Question 1 has a positive answer, is there an analogous zeta integral over
local fields?
This thesis constructs new generalizations and analogues of the Lerch zeta function.
We give an affirmative answer to each of these questions. In Section 1.5 we describe
and summarize new results obtained.
4
1.4 A recollection on Tate’s Thesis
Let us briefly review Tate’s Thesis, preparing appropriate background to describe the
results of the thesis on generalizations and analogues of the Lerch zeta function. The
best references are the original Tate’s Thesis [33], which is reprinted in [5], and the
reinterpretation of Weil [41] in the language of distributions (see also [6, 40]).
Suppose that G is a locally compact abelian group. A quasi-character (resp.
character) of G is a continuous homomorphism χ : G → C× (resp. χ : G → T). We
denote by X(G) (resp. Ĝ) the group of all quasi-characters (resp. characters) of G.
The group Ĝ endowed with the compact-open topology is called the Pontryagin dual
of G.
Tate’s Thesis [33] realizes the spaces X(G) of those G arising from number-
theoretic contexts as complex varieties; it is on these varieties that the zeta integrals
will live. In number-theoretic considerations, we encounter situations where G admits
a norm map | · | : G → R+ with compact kernel G1 and with image H ⊂ R+. We
assume that either
(a) H = R+ or
(b) H is an infinite discrete subgroup of the form qZ for some real number q > 1.
There holds an exact sequence
1→ G1 → G |·|−→ H → 1.
Interesting situations include, but not exclusively, instances with
• G = F× where F is an archimedean local field
• G is the idele class group of a global number field K
• G = F× where F is a nonarchimedean local field
• G is the idele class group of a global function field K;
the first two instances yield case (a), whereas the latter two yield case (b).
In case (a), every quasi-character of H is of the form t 7→ ts for some s ∈ C and
hence X(H) = C. In case (b), every quasi-character of H is uniquely determined
by its value on q, whence one has a natural isomorphism X(H)
∼−→ C×, χ 7→ χ(q).
Alternatively, in case (b), the inclusion H ⊂ R+ induces the surjection X(R+) →
X(H), which in turn realizes X(H) as the quotient C/ 2pii
log(q)
Z because X(R+) = C. In
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either case, X(H) is naturally endowed with a structure of one-dimensional connected
complex variety.
It follows from our assumptions on G and H that there is a natural exact sequence
(of abstract groups)
1→ X(H)→ X(G)→ Ĝ1 → 1,
with Ĝ1 being discrete (because G1 is compact). This exact sequence realizes X(G)
as a disjoint union of copies of the complex algebraic variety X(H). One therefore
endows X(G) with a structure of one-dimensional complex variety. The connected
complex variety X(H) is the connected component at the identity of X(G), called
the neutral component of X(G). The discrete group Ĝ1 is the component group of
X(G); we write Ĝ1 = pi0(X(G)).
Our assumptions on G and H imply that every quasi-character of H, which is
either R+ or qZ, is of the form χ(t) = ts, where s ∈ C in case (a) and where s ∈
C/ 2pii
log(q)
Z in case (b). It allows one to define the real part of the quasi-character
χ ∈ X(H) to be Re(χ) := Re(s). Moreover, the notion of real part extends to a
quasi-character of G as follows. If χ ∈ X(G), the quasi-character |χ| of G defined by
|χ|(x) := |χ(x)| is trivial on G1 and hence descends to a quasi-character |χ|H ∈ X(H).
Then one defines the real part of the quasi-character χ ∈ X(G) to be Re(χ) :=
Re(|χ|H).
Tate’s local theory
Suppose that F is a nonarchimedean local field. Hence F is either a finite extension
of Qp or the field of formal Laurent series Fq((t)). Let OF be its ring of integers and
pi a uniformizer. For comparison with the global theory, let XF = X(F
×) denote the
group of quasi-characters of F×.
A quasi-character of F× is said to be unramified if it has trivial restriction to O×F ;
such a quasi-character is determined by its value χ(pi) ∈ C×. It is clear that the
neutral component of XF consists of unramified quasi-characters. The component
group pi0(XF ) is identified with the (discrete) Pontryagin dual Ô×F . Each connected
component of XF is labeled by a unique character of O×F , namely the restriction
to O×F of any of the element in the same connected component. Furthermore, each
connected component of XF can be (non-canonically) identified with the connected
variety C×.
A complex-valued function on a locally compact Hausdorff and totally discon-
nected group G is called a Schwartz-Bruhat function if it is locally constant and
compactly supported; the space of all Schwartz-Bruhat functions on G is denoted by
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S(G).
For each Schwartz-Bruhat function f ∈ S(F ), Tate defined the local zeta integral
Z(f, χ) =
∫
F×
f(x)χ(x) d×x, (1.9)
where d×x is a Haar measure on F×. The assignment χ 7→ Z(f, χ) defines a function
on XF . At first Z(f, ·) is absolutely convergent and defines an analytic function
for Re(χ) > 0. Then Z(f, ·) meromorphically extends to a function, also denoted by
Z(f, ·), on XF . The function Z(f, ·) is holomorphic away from the neutral component;
on the neutral component, it is meromorphic with at most a simple pole at the trivial
character χtriv ∈ XF whose residue equals f(0)1−χ(pi) . In particular, if f ∈ S(F×), then
Z(f, ·) is a holomorphic function on XF .
Let ψ : F → C× be a nontrivial additive character. For a Schwartz-Bruhat
function f ∈ S(F ), its Fourier transform with respect to ψ and a Haar measure d+x
on F is given by
fˆ(y) =
∫
F
f(x)ψ(xy) d+x.
One chooses d+x to be the unique Haar measure on F for which the Fourier inversion
ˆˆ
f(x) = f(−x) holds. Tate showed that Z(f, χ) satisfies the functional equation
Z(fˆ , χ′) = γ(χ, ψ, d+x) Z(f, χ)
where χχ′ = | · | and γ(χ, ψ, d+x) is the local gamma factor independent of f . The
local gamma factor encodes important arithmetic information.
Tate’s global theory
Let K be a number field; let AK be its ring of adeles and A×K its group of ideles.
Let ν denote a generic place of K; let p denote a generic finite place of K. Write
KR = K ⊗Q R for the Minkowski space of K. If r1 (resp. r2) is the number of real
embeddings (resp. (equivalence classes of) complex embeddings) from K into C, then
KR is a vector space of real dimension r1 + 2r2.
Let AK be the group of adeles and A×K its multiplicative group. By definition,
these are the restricted direct products AK = KR ×
∏′
pKp and A
×
K = K
×
R ×
∏′
pK
×
p .
For an idele x ∈ A×K , let |x| denote the standard idele norm, so the product formula
|x| = ∏ν |x|ν = 1 holds true for every x ∈ K×. Recall the standard normalization:
if ν is a real place, | · |ν is the usual absolute value; if ν is a complex place, | · |ν is
the square of the usual absolute value; if p is nonarchimedean, |x|p = q−valp(x) where
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q = |κ(p)| is the cardinality of the residue field and valp(x) is the valuation which
takes value one on any uniformizer. Write A1K for the group of ideles of norm one.
Write CK = A×K/K× for the idele class group and C1K = A1K/K× for the norm one
idele class group.
For a global number field K, one takes G = CK , so G
1 = C1K and H = R+. Set
XK = X(G). The exact sequence
1→ G1 → G |·|−→ R+ → 1,
where | · | denotes the standard norm, splits non-canonically. The splittings G =
G1 × R+ correspond bijectively to sections of the norm map | · | : G → R+. Later
on we will define a continuous homomorphism τ : R+ → G to be a norm section if
| · | ◦ τ = idR+ . Each splitting G = G1 ×R+ induces a decomposition XK = Ĉ1K ×C;
the component group Ĉ1K has discrete topology. For the rational number field, C
1
Q
is isomorphic to the profinite group Zˆ =
∏
p Z×p , thus the (torsion) Pontryagin dual
Ĉ1Q is identified with the set of all Dirichlet characters. If K is a generic number
field, Ĉ1K is not necessarily torsion; it consists of (finite order or infinite order) Hecke
Gro¨ssencharacters.
In parallel with the local theory, Tate defined for every Schwartz-Bruhat function
f ∈ S(AK) the global zeta integral
Z(f, χ) =
∫
A×K
f(x)χ(x) d×x (1.10)
where d×x is a Haar measure on A×K . The assignment χ 7→ Z(f, χ) defines a function
on XK . The global zeta integral Z(f, χ) converges absolutely for Re(χ) > 1.
Let ψ : AK → C× be a nontrivial additive character which is trivial on K. For a
Schwartz-Bruhat function f ∈ S(AK), its Fourier transform with respect to ψ and a
Haar measure d+x on AK is given by
fˆ(y) =
∫
AK
f(x)ψ(xy) d+x.
One chooses d+x to be the unique Haar measure on AK for which the Fourier inver-
sion
ˆˆ
f(x) = f(−x) holds. Tate showed that the global zeta integral Z(f, χ) admits
meromorphic continuation to the whole variety XK and satisfies the functional equa-
tion
Z(fˆ , χ′) = Z(f, χ)
8
where χχ′ = | · |.
1.5 Statements of main results
In Chapter 2 we introduce a new family of local zeta integrals, called local Lerch-Tate
zeta integrals. These local zeta integrals have analytic continuation and functional
equation which resembles the functional quation of the Lerch zeta function. Our
local zeta integrals generalize Tate’s local zeta integrals. In Chapter 3 we study
a family of global zeta integrals over a number field; called global Lerch-Tate zeta
integrals over a number field. These global zeta integrals converge absolutely on a
right half-plane; they have meromorphic continuation and functional equation. Our
global zeta integrals generalize Tate’s global zeta integrals. In the special case when
the number field is the field of rational numbers, our global zeta integrals give the
Lerch zeta function. In Chapter 4 we show that an analogue for function field of curve
over finite field, namely global Lerch-Tate zeta integrals over a function field, also has
interesting analytic properties. In Chapter 5 we introduce and study a generalized
Lerch zeta function.
We now give a more detailed description of the main results of the thesis.
In Chapter 2 we construct local Lerch-Tate zeta integrals over a nonarchimedean
local field F as follows. Define
Zτ,a,c(f, χ) =
∫
F×
ψ
(
ax
τ(|x|)
)
f
(
x+ c τ(|x|))χ(x) d×x
where χ is a quasi-character of F×, (τ, a, c) is a local Lerch tuple, f is a Schwartz-
Bruhat function on F . For the definition of local Lerch tuple, see Section 2.4; here
a, c ∈ F . Let XF be the variety of all quasi-characters of F×. We show the Main Local
Theorem which establishes analytic properties of local Lerch-Tate zeta integrals.
Theorem 1.5.1. (Main Local Theorem) Let F be a nonarchimedean local field. Let
(τ, a, c) be a local Lerch tuple and f be a Schwartz-Bruhat function on F ; set pi =
τ(q−1). Let ψ be an additive character of level l of F . Take for F the self-dual measure
d+x with respect to ψ; take for F
× any Haar measure d×x.
(i) (Absolute convergence and analytic continuation) On each connected component
of XF , the zeta integral Zτ,a,c(f, χ) converges absolutely for 0 < Re(χ) < 1 to a
rational function (of the variable z = χ(pi)).
(ii) (Poles and residues) Let χ0 be a character on the unit group.
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If c /∈ O×, the restriction of Zτ,a,c(f, χ) to the connected component XF,χ0 has
at most a simple pole at the unique quasi-character χτ,0 ∈ XF,χ0 which takes
value 1 on pi. The residue of Zτ,a,c(f, ·) at χτ,0 is
Res(Zτ,a,c(f, χ) : χ = χτ,0) = −f(0) d×x(O×)G(ψa, χ0).
If c ∈ O×, the restriction of Zτ,a,c(f, χ) to the connected component XF,χ0 has
at most two simple poles at the unique quasi-character χτ,0 ∈ XF,χ0 which takes
value 1 on pi and at the unique quasi-character χτ,−1 ∈ XF,χ0 which takes value
q−1 on pi. The residue of Zτ,a,c(f, ·) at χτ,0 is
Res(Zτ,a,c(f, χ) : χ = χτ,0) = −f(0) d×x(O×)G(ψa, χ0).
The residue of Zτ,a,c(f, ·) at χτ,−1 is
Res(Zτ,a,c(f, χ) : χ = χτ,−1) =
h
q
ψ(−ac)χ0(−c)
∫
F
f(x) d+x
where h = d
×x(O×)
d+x(O×) .
(iii) (Functional equation) Let χ0 be a character of level m on the unit group.
Let Zpi,a,c(f, χ0, z) denote the restriction of Zτ,a,c(f, ·) to the connected com-
ponent XF,χ0. In other words, if χ|O× = χ0 and χ(pi) = z, then Zτ,a,c(f, χ) =
Zpi,a,c(f, χ0, z). There holds the symmetry:
• if χ is unramified, then
Zpi,a,c(f, χ0,nr, z)
ψ(−ac) d+x (O×)
=
∑
r≥l
zr Zpi,−cpir,api−r
(
fˆ , χ0,nr,
1
qz
)
+
zl−1
1− q Zpi,−cpil−1,api1−l
(
fˆ , χ0,nr,
1
qz
)
;
• if χ is ramified of level m ≥ 1, then
Zpi,a,c(f, χ0, z)
χ0(−1)ψ(−ac) d+x (O×) = z
l−mG(ψpil−m , χ0) Zpi,−cpil−m,apim−l
(
fˆ , χ−10 ,
1
qz
)
.
In Chapter 3 we construct global Lerch-Tate zeta integrals over a number field K
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as follows. Define
Zτ,a,c(f, χ) =
∫
A×K
ψ
(
ax
τ(|x|)
)
f (x+ c τ(|x|)) χ(x) d×x.
where χ is a quasi-character of the idele class group A×K/K×, (τ, a, c) is a global
Lerch tuple, and f is a Schwartz-Bruhat function on AK . For the definition of global
Lerch tuple, see Section 3.4; here a, c ∈ AK . Let XK be the variety of all quasi-
characters of A×K/K×. We show the Main Global Theorem over Number Field which
establishes analytic properties of global number field Lerch-Tate zeta integrals. For
each Schwartz-Bruhat function f on AK , the allowed set of values (a, c) ∈ A2K excludes
a “singular set”, which is specified by a “compatibility” condition defined in Section
3.
Theorem 1.5.2. (Main Global Theorem over a number field) Let K be a number
field. Let (τ, a, c) be a global Lerch tuple and ψ be an additive character of AK with
trivial restriction to K. Let f be a Schwartz-Bruhat function on AK and fˆ be the
Fourier transform of f with respect to ψ and d+x. Suppose that c is compatible with
f and that a is compatible with fˆ .
(i) (Absolute convergence) On each connected component of XK, the zeta integral
Zτ,a,c(f, χ) converges absolutely for Re(χ) > 1.
(ii) (Analytic continuation) The zeta integral Zτ,a,c(f, χ) extends to a meromorphic
function on XK.
(iii) (Poles and residues) The meromorphic function Zτ,a,c(f, χ) is holomorphic out-
side of the unramified component. On the unramified component, Zτ,a,c(f, χ)
has at most simple poles at χ = | · | and χ = χtriv. Observe that each of the two
integrals ∫ ∞
1
fˆ (a τ(t))χ′(τ(t)) d×t and
∫ 1
0
f (c τ(t)) χ(τ(t)) d×t
converges absolutely for Re(χ) > 1 and has a meromorphic continuation to
χ ∈ XK. Then the function
Zτ,a,c(f, χ)−ψ(−ac) vK
∫ ∞
1
fˆ (a τ(t))χ′(τ(t)) d×t+vK
∫ 1
0
f (c τ(t)) χ(τ(t)) d×t
extends to a holomorphic function on the unramified component of XK.
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(iv) (Functional equation) Observe that the integral
S1(f, χ) =
∫ 1
0
f (c τ(t)) χ(τ(t)) d×t
converges absolutely for Re(χ) > 0 and extends to a meromorphic function of
χ ∈ XK; we denote this meromorphic function also by S1(f, χ). Observe also
that the integral
S2(f, χ) =
∫ ∞
1
f (c τ(t)) χ(τ(t)) d×t
converges absolutely for Re(χ) < 0 and extends to a meromorphic function of
χ ∈ XK; we denote this meromorphic function also by S2(f, χ).
Set
Z˜τ,a,c(f, χ) =
Zτ,a,c(f, χ) + vK (S1(f, χ) + S2(f, χ)) if χ is unramifiedZτ,a,c(f, χ) if χ is ramified.
One has
Z˜τ,a,c(f, χ) = ψ(−ac) Z˜τ,−c,a(fˆ , χ′).
Remarks 1.5.3. (i) We show in Section 3.8 that, when K = Q, the global Lerch-
Tate zeta integral can be specialized to give the Lerch zeta function.
(ii) Since the Lerch zeta function can not be expressed as an Euler product, it would
be interesting if there is some relation between the global and local Lerch-Tate
zeta integrals.
In Chapter 4 we fix a smooth projective geometrically connected curve C over a
finite field k = Fq and let K = k(C) be the function field of C. This chapter constructs
global Lerch-Tate zeta integrals over the function field K as follows. Define
Zτ,a,c(f, χ) =
∫
A×K
ψ
(
ax
τ(|x|)
)
f (x+ c τ(|x|)) χ(x) d×x.
where χ is a quasi-character of the idele class group A×K/K×, (τ, a, c) is a global Lerch
tuple, and f is a Schwartz-Bruhat function on AK . For the definition of global Lerch
tuple, see Section 4.2; here a, c ∈ AK . Let XK be the variety of all quasi-characters of
A×K/K×. We show the Main Global Theorem over Function Field which establishes
analytic properties of global function field Lerch-Tate zeta integrals.
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Theorem 1.5.4. (Main Global Theorem over a function field) Let (τ, a, c) be a global
Lerch tuple and ψ be an additive character of AK with trivial restriction to K. Let
f be a Schwartz-Bruhat function on AK and fˆ be the Fourier transform of f with
respect to ψ and d+x. Suppose that c is compatible with f and that a is compatible
with fˆ .
(i) (Absolute convergence) On each connected component of XK, the zeta integral
Zτ,a,c(f, χ) converges absolutely for Re(χ) > 1.
(ii) (Analytic continuation) The zeta integral Zτ,a,c(f, χ) extends to a meromorphic
function on XK.
(iii) (Poles and residues) The meromorphic function Zτ,a,c(f, χ) is holomorphic out-
side of the unramified component. On the unramified component, Zτ,a,c(f, χ)
has at most simple poles at χ = | · | and χ = χtriv. Observe that each of the two
sums ∑
n>0
fˆ (a τ(qn))χ′(τ(qn)) and
∑
n<0
f (c τ(qn)) χ(τ(qn))
converges absolutely for Re(χ) > 1 and has a meromorphic continuation to
χ ∈ XK. Then the function
Zτ,a,c(f, χ)− ψ(−ac) vK
∑
n>0
fˆ (a τ(qn))χ′(τ(qn)) + vK
∑
n<0
f (c τ(qn)) χ(τ(qn))
extends to a holomorphic function on the unramified component of XK.
(iv) (Functional equation) Observe that the integral
S1(f, χ) =
−1∑
m=−∞
f (c τ(qm)) χ(τ(qm))
converges absolutely for Re(χ) > 0 and extends to a meromorphic function of
χ ∈ XK; we denote this meromorphic function also by S1(f, χ). Observe also
that the integral
S2(f, χ) =
∞∑
m=0
f (c τ(qm)) χ(τ(qm))
converges absolutely for Re(χ) < 0 and extends to a meromorphic function of
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χ ∈ XK; we denote this meromorphic function also by S2(f, χ). Set
Z˜τ,a,c(f, χ) =
Zτ,a,c(f, χ) + vK (S1(f, χ) + S2(f, χ)) if χ is unramifiedZτ,a,c(f, χ) if χ is ramified.
One has
Z˜τ,a,c(f, χ) = ψ(−ac) Z˜τ,−c,a(fˆ , χ′).
In Chapter 5 we study a generalized Lerch zeta function given by the Dirichlet
series
Z(x, y;α, β) =
∞∑′
n=−∞
1
(n+ x)α(n+ x)β
e(ny)
where x, y, α and β are complex variables, e(z) = e2piiz, and the primed sum excludes
the term n = −x when x is an integer. Here we fix the log branch log z = log |z| +
i arg z with −pi ≤ arg z < pi and define zγ = eγ log z for two complex numbers z and
γ.
We establish analytic continuation of Z(x, y;α, β) by means of Fourier develop-
ment. More precisely, we define the upsilon function
υ(x;α, β) =
∫ ∞
0
e−t(t+ x)α−1tβ−1dt
which is absolutely convergent and defines an analytic function for x ∈ C− R≤0 and
α, β ∈ C with Re(β) > 0. We prove that υ(x;α, β) extends to an analytic function
for x ∈ C− R≤0, α ∈ C, β ∈ C− Z≤0. We show the following
Theorem 1.5.5. Suppose that x = x′ + ix′′ ∈ H and that y ∈ R. Suppose further
that α, β ∈ C with Re(α + β) > 1. Then
Z(x, y;α, β) = e(−x′y)
∞∑
n=−∞
cn e(nx
′) (1.11)
where the Fourier coefficients cn = cn(x
′′, y;α, β) are given by
cn = 2pi e
1
2
pii(β−α) (2x′′)1−α−β

e−2pi(n−y)x
′′
Γ(α) Γ(β)
υ(4pi(n− y)x′′;α, β) if n > y
Γ(α+β−1)
Γ(α) Γ(β)
if n = y
e−2pi(y−n)x
′′
Γ(α) Γ(β)
υ(4pi(y − n)x′′; β, α) if n < y.
(1.12)
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From the above theorem, we deduce the analytic continuation of ζ(x, y;α, β):
Theorem 1.5.6. (i) For fixed x ∈ H and fixed y ∈ R−Z, the function Z(x, y;α, β)
extends to an analytic function for α ∈ C, β ∈ C.
(ii) For fixed x ∈ H and fixed y ∈ Z, the function
Z˜(x, y;α, β) = Z(x, y;α, β)− 2pi e 12pii(β−α) (2x′′)1−α−β Γ(α + β − 1)
Γ(α)Γ(β)
extends to an analytic function for α ∈ C, β ∈ C.
The generalized Lerch zeta function Z(x, y;α, β) is related to the Lerch zeta func-
tion via certain limiting behaviors. Suppose that Re(s) > 1, that x ∈ H satisfies
0 < Re(x) < 1, and that y ∈ R. Write x = x′ + ix′′ with x′, x′′ ∈ R, so 0 < x′ < 1.
Among other relations, we show that
lim
x′′→0
Z(x′ + ix′′, y; s, 0) = ζ(s, y, x′) + e(−y) e−piis ζ(s,−y, 1− x′).
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Chapter 2
Local zeta integrals
2.1 Overview of the chapter
In this chapter we construct a family of local zeta integrals over nonarchimedean local
field and prove its analytic properties. The organization of the chapter is as follows.
• Section 2.2 gives preliminary concepts which are necessary for the p-adic analysis
of local zeta integral.
• Section 2.4 defines norm section, Lerch tuple, and local Lerch-Tate zeta inte-
grals.
• The analytic properties of local Lerch-Tate zeta integrals are formulated in Sec-
tion 2.5. Theorem 2.5.1 asserts that these zeta integrals are rational functions;
Theorem 2.5.2 asserts that they have functional equations which are similar to
that of the Lerch zeta function.
• Section 2.6 computes certain Gauss sums and Fourier transform.
• Section 2.7 is devoted to the proofs of Theorems 2.5.1 and 2.5.2.
• Section 2.8 works out an example of local Lerch-Tate zeta integrals.
2.2 Notations and basic definitions
Suppose that F is a nonarchimedean local field. Hence F is either a finite extension
of Qp or the field Fq((pi)) of formal Laurent series over a finite field. We write O = OF
for its ring of integers and κ = κF for its residue field; put q = cardκ.
The space XF of all quasi-characters of F
× has a natural structure of a complex
algebraic variety. Furthermore, considered as a complex analytic variety, XF is a dis-
joint union of connected components, each of which can be non-canonically identified
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with C×. All quasi-characters of F× which have the same restriction to the unit group
O× belong to the same connected component. Let us set some notations to specify
the connected components of XF more conveniently.
Definition 2.2.1. If χ0 : O× → C× is a character of the unit group, set
XF,χ0 = {χ ∈ XF : χ|O× = χ0}. (2.1)
In other words, XF,χ0 is the connected component of XF labeled by χ0 ∈ Ô×. In
particular, if χ0,nr is the trivial character on the unit group, then XF,χ0,nr is the
neutral component consisting of unramified quasi-characters of F×; we write XF,nr
for this neutral component.
Much of the arithmetic content of an (additive or multiplicative) character is
contained in the following notion called level of a character. Throughout this chapter,
we use ψ to denote an additive character and χ to denote a multiplicative character.
Let val : F → Z ∪ {∞} denote the normalized valuation on F for which every
uniformizer pi has valuation one. In other words
val(a) =
ordpi(a) if a = upiordpi(a), u ∈ O×, ordpi(a) ∈ Z+∞ if a = 0.
Definition 2.2.2. Suppose that ψ : F → C× is an additive character. Define the
level of ψ to be the smallest integer l such that ψ has trivial restriction to pl. In
particular, if ψ has level l and ψa(x) = ψ(ax) (a ∈ F×), then the level of ψa is
l − val(a).
Definition 2.2.3. (i) Suppose that χ0 : O× → C× is a character. χ0 is said to be
unramified if it is trivial; otherwise χ0 is said to be ramified. If χ0 is ramified,
define the level of χ0 is the smallest positive integer m such that χ0 has trivial
restriction to 1 + pm. If χ0 is unramified, define the level of χ0 to be 0.
(ii) A quasi-character χ : F× → C× is said to be unramified (resp. ramified) if its
restriction to O× is unramified (resp. ramified). Define the level of χ to be the
level of its restriction to O×.
We recall the standard notions of Fourier transform on local field and of self-dual
measure.
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Definition 2.2.4. Suppose that ψ : F → C× is a nontrivial character and that d+x
is a Haar measure on F . If f is a Schwartz-Bruhat function on F , define the Fourier
transform of f with respect to ψ and d+x to be the function
fˆ(y) =
∫
F
f(x)ψ(xy) d+x (y ∈ F ). (2.2)
The Fourier transform fˆ is also a Schwartz-Bruhat function on F .
Definition 2.2.5. For every nontrivial character ψ of F , there exists a unique Haar
measure d+x on F such that, for all Schwartz-Bruhat functions f on F , one has
ˆˆ
f(x) = f(−x). This Haar measure d+x is called the self-dual measure with respect to
ψ.
Example 2.2.6. Suppose that F is a finite extension of Qp. If x ∈ Qp, write {x}p
for the p-adic fractional part of x; in particular x − {x}p ∈ Zp for every x ∈ Qp.
Denote by trF/Qp the trace homomorphism from F to Qp. Let D denote the different
of F/Qp, i.e. the smallest integral ideal of O for which trF/Qp(D−1O) ⊂ Zp. Take for
ψ : F → C× the character
ψ(x) = e
({
trF/Qp(x)
}
p
)
(x ∈ F ).
Then the self-dual measure with respect to ψ is the measure for which the ring of
integers has volume (ND)−
1
2 .
We now introduce Gauss sums which play an important role in the study of local
zeta integrals.
Definition 2.2.7. Suppose that χ0 : O× → C× is a character and that f is a complex-
valued locally constant function on F . If n is a positive integrer, define the Gauss
sums G(f, χ0) and Gn(f, χ0) to be
G(f, χ0) =
1
d×x(O×)
∫
O×
f(x)χ0(x) d
×x (2.3)
Gn(f, χ0) =
1
d×x(O×)
∫
1+pn
f(x)χ0(x) d
×x (2.4)
where d×x is any Haar measure on F×. Note that the values of G(f, χ0) and Gn(f, χ0)
are independent of choice of Haar measure on F×.
Remark 2.2.8. Suppose that ψ : F → C× is a character of level l and χ0 : O× → C×
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is a character of the same level l ≥ 1. Then ψ and χ0 induce finite characters
ψ : O/pl → C×, χ0 :
(O/pl)× → C×.
Let n be a positive integer such that n ≤ l. Consider the finite Gauss sums
Gpl(ψ, χ0) :=
∑
α∈(O/pl)×
ψ(α)χ0(α). (2.5)
Gpl,n(ψ, χ0) :=
∑
α∈(O/pl)×
α≡1 (mod pn)
ψ(α)χ0(α). (2.6)
It follows from (2.3) and (2.5) that
G(ψ, χ0) =
1
ql − ql−1 Gpl(ψ, χ0). (2.7)
Similarly, by (2.4) and (2.6),
Gn(ψ, χ0) =
1
ql − ql−1 Gpl,n(ψ, χ0). (2.8)
The identities (2.7) and (2.8) justify why the integrals (2.3) and (2.4) are called Gauss
sums.
2.3 Local norm sections
Recall val : F→ Z ∪ {∞} is the normalized valuation which takes unit value on any
uniformizer. The continuous homomorphism
| · | : F× → R+, |x| = q−val(x)
is called the normalized norm of F . Write N for its image, so N = qZ ⊂ R+.
Definition 2.3.1. A group homomorphism τ : N → F× is called a norm section if
| · | ◦ τ = idN.
Lemma 2.3.2. The assignment τ 7→ τ(q−1) defines a bijection between the set of
norm sections and the set of uniformizers of F .
Proof. Since N = qZ is cyclic, every norm section τ is determined by its value on q−1.
It is apparent that pi = τ(q−1) is a uniformizer of F . The lemma is shown.
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2.4 Local Lerch-Tate zeta integrals
Definition 2.4.1. A local Lerch tuple is a triple (τ, a, c) consisting of a norm section
τ and a pair (a, c) ∈ F 2.
Definition 2.4.2. (Local Lerch-Tate zeta integral) Suppose that (τ, a, c) is a local
Lerch tuple. If f is a Schwartz-Bruhat function on F and χ is a quasi-character of
F×, define the local Lerch-Tate zeta integral
Zτ,a,c(f, χ) =
∫
F×
ψ
(
ax
τ(|x|)
)
f
(
x+ c τ(|x|))χ(x) d×x. (2.9)
Remark 2.4.3. On setting a = c = 0, one recovers Tate’s local zeta integral (1.9).
Namely
Zτ,0,0(f, χ) = Z(f, χ) =
∫
F×
f(x)χ(x) d×x.
This special caes explains the name local Lerch-Tate zeta integrals.
Remark 2.4.4. One gains a better understanding of the local zeta integral Zτ,a,c(f, χ)
with the following observation: every quasi-character of F× is determined by its
restriction to the unit group and its value on a uniformizer.
More exactly, suppose that a norm section τ is given and that pi = τ(q−1). If χ
is a quasi-character of F×, put χ0 = χ|O× and z = χ(pi) ∈ C×. Then χ0 determines
the connected component of XF that χ belongs to, namely the connected component
XF,χ0 (Definition 2.2.1). One can view XF,χ0 as the complex algebraic variety C× by
identifying a quasi-character χ with its value z on pi. One can also define a complex
variable s ∈ C/ 2pii
log q
Z such that z = χ(pi) = q−s. This definition of s depends on the
choice of the uniformizer pi, but Re(s) is independent of this choice.
Then the restriction of Zτ,a,c(f, ·) toXF,χ0 becomes a function of z; write Zpi,a,c(f, χ0, z)
for this function. By (2.9) we have
Zpi,a,c(f, χ0, z) =
∞∑
n=−∞
∫
O×
ψ(au) f (pin(u+ c)) χ0(u) z
n d×u.
We shall use Zτ,a,c(f, ·) to refer to a function on the whole complex variety XF and
use Zpi,a,c(f, χ0, ·) to mean a function on the connected component XF,χ0 . One only
needs to remember that, if the norm section τ corresponds to the uniformizer pi and
if χ is a quasi-character on F× with restriction χ0 to the unit group and with value
z on pi, then Zτ,a,c(f, χ) = Zpi,a,c(f, χ0, z).
Remark 2.4.5. We shall see that the convergence of the integral (2.9) is delicate.
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Suppose that f = 1OF . For c = −1, the equation
x0 + c τ(|x0|) = 0
with x0 = pi
m holds for all m ∈ Z. For m ≤ −1 and
x := x0 + y ∈ D(x0, 1) = {x : |x− x0| < 1}
one has
f(x+ c τ(|x|)) = f(y) = 1.
For a suitable choice of a, the term ψ
(
ax
τ(|x|)
)
is non-constant on D(x0, 1) for all
m ≥ 1. In this case the integrand
ψ
(
ax
τ(|x|)
)
f
(
x+ c τ(|x|))
is not compactly supported on F , so it is not a Schwartz-Bruhat function on F . The
convergence of the integral (2.9) will be restricted to the annulus
1
q
< |z| < 1, resp. 0 < Re(s) < 1.
2.5 The Main Local Theorem
In this section we formulate the analytic properties of the local Lerch-Tate zeta inte-
grals as two theorems: Theorem 2.5.1 and Theorem 2.5.2. Their combination gives
Theorem 1.5.1 which we call the Main Local Theorem.
Theorem 2.5.1. Let F be a nonarchimedean local field. Let (τ, a, c) be a local Lerch
tuple and f be a Schwartz-Bruhat function on F ; set pi = τ(q−1). Let ψ be an additive
character of level l of F . Take for F the self-dual measure d+x with respect to ψ; take
for F× any Haar measure d×x.
(i) (Absolute convergence and analytic continuation) On each connected component
of XF , the zeta integral Zτ,a,c(f, χ) converges absolutely for 0 < Re(χ) < 1 to a
rational function (of the variable z = χ(pi)).
(ii) (Poles and residues) Let χ0 be a character on the unit group.
If c /∈ O×, the restriction of Zτ,a,c(f, χ) to the connected component XF,χ0 has
at most a simple pole at the unique quasi-character χτ,0 ∈ XF,χ0 which takes
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value 1 on pi. The residue of Zτ,a,c(f, ·) at χτ,0 is
Res(Zτ,a,c(f, χ) : χ = χτ,0) = −f(0) d×x(O×)G(ψa, χ0).
If c ∈ O×, the restriction of Zτ,a,c(f, χ) to the connected component XF,χ0 has
at most two simple poles at the unique quasi-character χτ,0 ∈ XF,χ0 which takes
value 1 on pi and at the unique quasi-character χτ,−1 ∈ XF,χ0 which takes value
q−1 on pi. The residue of Zτ,a,c(f, ·) at χτ,0 is
Res(Zτ,a,c(f, χ) : χ = χτ,0) = −f(0) d×x(O×)G(ψa, χ0).
The residue of Zτ,a,c(f, ·) at χτ,−1 is
Res(Zτ,a,c(f, χ) : χ = χτ,−1) =
h
q
ψ(−ac)χ0(−c)
∫
F
f(x) d+x
where h = d
×x(O×)
d+x(O×) .
Observe that Tate’s local zeta integral
Zτ,0,0(f, χ) =
∫
F×
f(x)χ(x) d×x
has at most a simple pole at z = 1. The local Lerch-Tate zeta integrals are more
complicated and may have poles at z = 1 and z = 1
q
.
Theorem 2.5.2. Let F be a nonarchimedean local field. Let (τ, a, c) be a local Lerch
tuple and f be a Schwartz-Bruhat function on F ; set pi = τ(q−1). Let ψ be an additive
character of level l of F . Take for F the self-dual measure d+x with respect to ψ; take
for F× any Haar measure d×x.
Let χ0 be a character of level m on the unit group. Let Zpi,a,c(f, χ0, z) denote the
restriction of Zτ,a,c(f, ·) to the connected component XF,χ0. In other words, if χ|O× =
χ0 and χ(pi) = z, then Zτ,a,c(f, χ) = Zpi,a,c(f, χ0, z). There holds the functional
equations:
• if χ is unramified, then
Zpi,a,c(f, χ0,nr, z)
ψ(−ac) d+x (O×)
=
∑
r≥l
zr Zpi,−cpir,api−r
(
fˆ , χ0,nr,
1
qz
)
+
zl−1
1− q Zpi,−cpil−1,api1−l
(
fˆ , χ0,nr,
1
qz
)
;
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• if χ is ramified of level m ≥ 1, then
Zpi,a,c(f, χ0, z)
χ0(−1)ψ(−ac) d+x (O×) = z
l−mG(ψpil−m , χ0) Zpi,−cpil−m,apim−l
(
fˆ , χ−10 ,
1
qz
)
.
Observe that the local functional equation for ramified χ has the schematic form
Zpi,a,c(f, χ0, z) = ψ(−ac)χ0(−1)T (χ, ψ) zl−m Zpi,−c′,a′
(
fˆ , χ−10 ,
1
qz
)
where T (χ, ψ) depends on χ and ψ and
c′ = cpil−m, a′ = apim−l
so that ac = a′c′. The local functional equation for unramified χ is more complicated.
It has an extra term with an infinite sum over powers of z. It is a interesting ques-
tion to find out a conceptual explanation of this sum. In both cases, the functional
equation has a prefactor ψ(−ac) which resembles the functional equation of the Lerch
zeta function.
2.6 Gauss sums and Fourier transform
To prepare for the proof of Theorem 2.5.1, in this section we prove several lemmas on
p-adic integration. Lemmas 2.6.1 and 2.6.2 compute Gauss sums of an additive char-
acter and a multiplicative character. Lemma 2.6.3 and Corollary 2.6.4 demonstrate a
duality of Gauss sum via Fourier transform. Finally, Lemma 2.6.6 records a Fourier
transform calculation.
Lemma 2.6.1. Suppose that ψ : F → C× is a character of level l and that χ0 : O× →
C× is a character of level m.
(i) If χ0 is unramified, then
G(ψ, χ0) =

1 (if l ≤ 0)
1
1−q (if l = 1)
0 (if l > 1).
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(ii) If χ0 is ramified, then
G(ψ, χ0) =
0 (if l 6= m)1
ql−ql−1 Gpl(ψ, χ0) (if l = m)
where, in the case l = m, ψ and χ0 induce finite characters
ψ : O/pl → C×, χ0 :
(O/pl)× → C×
and Gpl(ψ, χ0) is given by (2.5).
Proof. (i) Assume χ0 is unramified. Take for F
× a Haar measure d×x; it follows
that
G(ψ, χ0) =
1
d×x (O×)
∫
O×
ψ(x)χ0(x) d
×x =
1
d×x (O×)
∫
O×
ψ(x) d×x.
If l ≤ 0, then ψ is trivial on O, thereby G(ψ, χ0) = 1. If l = 1, then ψ induces
a nontrivial character ψ : O/p→ C× and hence
G(ψ, χ0) =
1
q − 1
∑
a∈O/p,a 6=0
ψ(a) =
1
1− q .
If l > 1, then ψ induces a nontrivial character ψ : O/pl → C× and a nontrivial
character ψl : p
l−1/pl → C×. Let {aj : 0 ≤ j < q} ⊂ O be the set of
Teichmu¨ller representatives of the residue field κ; rearrange the elements if
necessary so that a0 = 0. Let pi be an arbitrary uniformizer. On writing
a ≡ aj0 + piaj1 + · · ·+ pil−1ajl−1 mod pl, we find that
G(ψ, χ0) =
d×x (1 + pl)
d×x (O×)
∑
a∈O/pl,a6=0
ψ(a)
=
1
ql − ql−1
q−1∑
j0=1
ψ(aj0)
q−1∑
j1=0
ψ(piaj1) · · ·
q−1∑
jl−1=0
ψ(pil−1ajl−1).
But in the last sum, the elements {pil−1ajl−1 : 0 ≤ jl−1 < q} form a complete set
of representatives of pl−1/pl. Hence, by the nontriviality of ψl,
q−1∑
jl−1=0
ψ(pil−1ajl−1) =
∑
a∈pl−1/pl
ψl(a) = 0.
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Thus G(ψ, χ0) = 0. This completes the proof of (i).
(ii) Assume χ0 is ramified of level m ≥ 1. This means χ0 has trivial restriction to
1 + pm but not to 1 + pm−1. We consider three cases:
(a) Case l < m. Then χ0 is nontrivial on O× ∩ (1 + pl). If l ≤ 0, it follows
from the nontriviality of χ0 on the compact group O× that
G(ψ, χ0) =
1
d×x(O×)
∫
O×
χ0(x) d
×x = 0.
If l > 0, on decomposing the integral
∫
O× modulo p
l,
G(ψ, χ0) =
1
d×x(O×)
∑
a (mod×pl)
ψ(a)χ0(a)
∫
1+pl
χ0(u) d
×u,
which vanishes because of the nontriviality of χ0 on the compact group
1 + pl. Thus, G(ψ, χ0) = 0 provided that l < m and that m ≥ 1.
(b) Case l > m. Then χ0 is trivial on 1 + p
l−1. Let {aj : 0 ≤ j < q} ⊂ O be
the set of Teichmu¨ller representatives of the residue field κ; rearrange the
elements if necessary so that a0 = 0. Let pi be an arbitrary uniformizer.
On decomposing the integral
∫
O× modulo p
l, we deduce that
G(ψ, χ0) =
d×x (1 + pl)
d×x(O×)
∑
a (mod×pl)
ψ(a)χ0(a).
On writing a = b+ pil−1aj with b (mod
× pl−1) and 0 ≤ j < q, we find that
G(ψ, χ0) = (q
l − ql−1)
∑
b (mod×pl−1)
q−1∑
j=0
ψ(b+ pil−1aj)χ0(b+ pil−1aj)
= (ql − ql−1)
∑
b (mod×pl−1)
ψ(b)χ0(b)
q−1∑
j=0
ψ(pil−1aj).
But the last sum
∑q−1
j=0 vanishes because ψ is nontrivial on p
l−1. Thus,
G(ψ, χ0) = 0 provided that l > m ≥ 1.
(c) Case l = m. Then ψ and χ0 induce finite characters
ψ : O/pl → C×, χ0 :
(O/pl)× → C×,
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the latter via the natural isomorphism O×/1 + pl ∼= (O/pl)×. By (2.7),
G(ψ, χ0) =
d×x (1 + pl)
d×x(O×) Gpl(ψ, χ0) =
1
ql − ql−1 Gpl(ψ, χ0).
This completes the proof of (ii).
Lemma 2.6.2. Suppose that ψ : F → C× is a character of level l and that χ0 : O× →
C× is a character of level m. Suppose that n is a positive integer.
(i) If m ≤ n, then
Gn(ψ, χ0) =

ψ(1)
qn−qn−1 (if l ≤ n)
0 (if l > n).
(ii) If m > n, then
Gn(ψ, χ0) =
0 (if l 6= m)1
ql−ql−1 Gpl,n(ψ, χ0) (if l = m)
where, in the case l = m, ψ and χ0 induce finite characters
ψ : O/pl → C×, χ0 :
(O/pl)× → C×
and Gpl,n(ψ, χ0) is given by (2.6).
Proof. (i) Assume m ≤ n. Take for F a Haar measure d+x and for F× the Haar
measure d×x = d+x|x| ; it follows that
G(ψ, χ0) =
1
d×x (O×)
∫
1+pn
ψ(x) d×x =
ψ(1)
d+x (O×)
∫
pn
ψ(x) d+x.
If l ≤ n, then ψ is trivial on pn, thereby G(ψ, χ0) = d+x (pn)d+x (O×) ψ(1) =
ψ(1)
qn−qn−1 .
If l > n, then ψ induces a nontrivial character on the compact group pn and
hence G(ψ, χ0) = 0.
(ii) Assume m > n. Hence χ0 has nontrivial restriction to 1 + p
n. Take for F a
Haar measure d+x and for F
× a Haar measure d×x = d+x|x| . We consider three
cases:
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(a) Case l < m. Then χ0 is nontrivial on (1 + p
n)∩ (1 + pl). If l ≤ n, it follows
from the nontriviality of χ0 on the compact group 1 + p
n that
G(ψ, χ0) =
ψ(1)
d×x(O×)
∫
1+pn
χ0(x) d
×x = 0.
If n < l < m, on decomposing the integral
∫
O× modulo p
l,
G(ψ, χ0) =
1
d×x(O×)
∑
a (mod×pl)
a≡1 (mod pn)
ψ(a)χ0(a)
∫
1+pl
χ0(u) d
×u,
which vanishes because of the nontriviality of χ0 on the compact group
1 + pl. Thus, G(ψ, χ0) = 0 provided that m > n and that m > l.
(b) Case l > m. Then χ0 is trivial on 1 + p
l−1. Let {aj : 0 ≤ j < q} ⊂ O be
the set of Teichmu¨ller representatives of the residue field κ; rearrange the
elements if necessary so that a0 = 0. Let pi be an arbitrary uniformizer.
On decomposing the integral
∫
O× modulo p
l, we deduce that
G(ψ, χ0) =
d×x (1 + pl)
d×x(O×)
∑
a (mod×pl)
a≡1 (mod pn)
ψ(a)χ0(a).
On writing a = b+ pil−1aj with b (mod
× pl−1) and 0 ≤ j < q, we find that
G(ψ, χ0) = (q
l − ql−1)
∑
b (mod×pl)
b≡1 (mod pn)
q−1∑
j=0
ψ(b+ pil−1aj)χ0(b+ pil−1aj)
= (ql − ql−1)
∑
b (mod×pl)
b≡1 (mod pn)
ψ(b)χ0(b)
q−1∑
j=0
ψ(pil−1aj).
But the last sum
∑q−1
j=0 vanishes because ψ is nontrivial on p
l−1. Thus,
G(ψ, χ0) = 0 provided that l > m > n.
(c) Case l = m. Then ψ and χ0 induce finite characters
ψ : O/pl → C×, χ0 :
(O/pl)× → C×,
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the latter via the natural isomorphism O×/1 + pl ∼= (O/pl)×. By (2.8),
G(ψ, χ0) =
1
ql − ql−1 Gpl,n(ψ, χ0).
This completes the proof of (ii).
Lemma 2.6.3. Suppose that ψ : F → C× is a character of level l and that χ0 :
O× → C× is a character of level m. Take for F a Haar measure d+x. Let f be
a Schwartz-Bruhat function on F and write fˆ for the Fourier transform of f with
respect to ψ and d+x.
(i) If χ0 is unramified, then
G(fˆ , χ0) =
∫
F
f1(x) d+x
where
f1(x) =

f(x) (if val(x) ≥ l)
f(x)
1−q (if val(x) = l− 1)
0 (if val(x) < l− 1).
(ii) If χ0 is ramified and pi is a uniformizer, then
G(fˆ , χ0) = q
m−l d+x(O×)G(ψpil−m , χ0)G(fpil−m , χ−10 )
where fpil−m is the function given by fpil−m(x) = f(pi
l−mx).
Proof. The idea is to rewrite G(fˆ , χ0) using Fubini’s theorem and then appeal to
Lemma 2.6.1.
For every x ∈ F , let ψx denote the character ψx(y) = ψ(xy). If x ∈ F×, the
character ψx has level l − val(x). Since the Gauss sum does not depend on choice of
Haar measure on F×, take for F× the normalized Haar measure d×x such that the
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unit group has volume one. By Fubini’s theorem,
G(fˆ , χ0) =
∫
O×
fˆ(u)χ0(u) d
×u
=
∫
O×
∫
F
f(x)ψ(xu)χ0(u) d+x d
×u
=
∫
F
∫
O×
f(x)ψ(xu)χ0(u) d
×u d+x
=
∫
F
f(x)G(ψx, χ0) d+x.
We are in a position to show (i). The integral over F can be decomposed according
to the valuation of x. By the unramified assumption on χ0 and Lemma 2.6.1 (i), if
val(x) ≥ l (resp. val(x) = l − 1, resp. val(x) < l − 1), then G(ψx, χ0) takes value 1
(resp. 1
1−q , resp. 0). It follows that
G(fˆ , χ0) =
∫
F
f1(x) d+x
where
f1(x) =

f(x) (if val(x) ≥ l)
f(x)
1−q (if val(x) = l− 1)
0 (if val(x) < l− 1).
This proves (i).
We now show (ii). Assume χ0 is ramified of level m. By Lemma 2.6.1 (ii),
G(ψx, χ0) = 0 unless the levels of ψx and χ0 coincide, in which case val(x) = l −m.
The change of variable x = pil−mx′ translates this condition into x′ ∈ O×. Since
d+x = q
m−l d+x′, by Lemma 2.6.1 (ii),
G(fˆ , χ0) =
1
qm − qm−1 q
m−l
∫
F
f(pil−mx′)Gpm(ψpil−mx′ , χ0) 1O×(x
′) d+x′
=
1
ql − ql−1
∫
O×
f(pil−mx′)Gpm(ψpil−mx′ , χ0) d+x
′.
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But it follows from (2.5) that
Gpm(ψpil−mx′ , χ0) =
∑
a∈O/pm,a6=0
ψpil−mx′(a)χ0(a)
= χ−10 (x
′)
∑
a∈O/pm,a6=0
ψpil−m(ax
′)χ0(ax′)
= χ−10 (x
′)Gpm(ψpil−m , χ0).
Therefore
G(fˆ , χ0) =
1
ql − ql−1 Gpm(ψpil−m , χ0)
∫
O×
f(pil−mx′)χ−10 (x
′) d+x′
= qm−lG(ψpil−m , χ0)
∫
O×
f(pil−mx′)χ−10 (x
′) d+x′.
This proves (ii).
Corollary 2.6.4. Suppose that ψ : F → C× is a nontrivial character of level l and
that χ0 : O× → C× is a character of level m. Take for F the self-dual measure d+x
with respect to ψ. Let f be a Schwartz-Bruhat function on F and write fˆ for the
Fourier transform of f with respect to ψ and d+x.
(i) If χ0 is unramified, then
G(f, χ0) =
∫
F
(
fˆ
)
1
(y) d+y
where
(
fˆ
)
1
(x) =

fˆ(x) (if val(x) ≥ l)
fˆ(x)
1−q (if val(x) = l− 1)
0 (if val(x) < l− 1).
(ii) If χ0 is ramified and pi is a uniformizer, then
G(f, χ0) = χ0(−1) qm−l d+x(O×)G(ψpil−m , χ0)G(fˆpil−m , χ−10 )
where fˆpil−m is the function given by fˆpil−m(x) = fˆ(pi
l−mx).
Proof. Let f τ denote the function on F given by f τ (x) = f(−x). Since the Gauss
sum does not depend on choice of Haar measure on F×, take for F× the normalized
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Haar measure d×x such that the unit group has volume one. Therefore
G(f τ , χ0) =
∫
O×
f(−x)χ0(x) d×x
= χ0(−1)
∫
O×
f(−x)χ0(−x) d×x
= χ0(−1)G(f, χ0).
In particular, since d+x is normalized to be self-dual with respect to ψ (Definition
2.2.5), the equality
ˆˆ
f = f τ holds true, whence G(f, χ0) = χ0(−1)G( ˆˆf, χ0). Parts
(i) and (ii) are now immediate consequences of Lemma 2.6.3, on replacing f by its
Fourier transform.
Remark 2.6.5. On choosing appropriate f , for example f = 1 + pm for m ≥ 1 in
Lemma 2.6.4 (ii) and on combining with Lemma 2.6.3, one obtains another proof of
the classical fact about the absolute value of the Gauss sum.
Lemma 2.6.6. Suppose that ψ : F → C× is a character and that d+x is a Haar
measure on F . Suppose further that pi is a uniformizer and that (a, c) ∈ F 2. If f is a
Schwartz-Bruhat function on F , then the Fourier transforms of f and of the function
g(x) = ψ(ax)f (pin(x+ c))
are related by
gˆ(x) = qn ψ (−c(x+ a)) fˆ
(
x+ a
pin
)
,
where the Fourier transforms are taken with respect to ψ and d+x.
Proof. The Fourier transform gˆ can be computed in three steps. First, if f1(x) =
f(pinx), then
fˆ1(y) =
∫
F
f(pinx)ψ(xy) d+x = q
n fˆ
( y
pin
)
.
Secondly, if f2(x) = f1(x+ c) = f (pi
n(x+ c)), then
fˆ2(y) =
∫
F
f1(x+ c)ψ(xy) d+x = ψ(−cy)fˆ1(y).
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Thirdly, since g(x) = ψ(ax) f2(x) = ψ(ax) f (pi
n(x+ c)), it follows that
gˆ(y) =
∫
F
ψ(ax) f2(x)ψ(xy) d+x = fˆ2(a+ y).
Thus gˆ(x) = qn ψ (−c(x+ a)) fˆ (x+a
pin
)
.
2.7 Proof of the Main Local Theorem
We are now in a position to establish the analytic properties of local Lerch-Tate zeta
integrals.
Proof of Theorem 2.5.1. Let us briefly recall some notations. A norm section τ cor-
responds to a uniformizer pi, namely pi = τ(q−1). If χ is a quasi-character of F×, put
χ0 = χ|O× and z = χ(pi) ∈ C×. Then χ ∈ XF,χ0 . On identifying a quasi-character
in the connected component XF,χ0 with its value on pi, we view the restriction of
Zτ,a,c(f, ·) to XF,χ0 as the function
z 7→ Zpi,a,c(f, χ0, z) =
∞∑
n=−∞
∫
O×
ψ(au) f (pin(u+ c)) χ0(u) z
n d×u.
Since f is a Schwartz-Bruhat function on F , there is a sufficiently large integer
M such that f is supported on p−M and that f is constant on every coset x + pM
(x ∈ F ).
We consider two cases.
(a) Assume c /∈ O×. Put r = min (val(c), 0) and write Zpi,a,c(f, χ0, z) as( ∑
n<−M−r
+
∑
−M−r≤n<M−r
+
∑
n≥M−r
)∫
O×
ψ(au) f (pin(u+ c)) χ0(u) z
n d×u.
The first sum vanishes because pin(u + c) does not belong to p−M and hence
does not belong to the support of f . The second finite sum is clearly an element
of C[z, z−1]. The third sum equals
∑
n≥M−r
∫
O×
ψ(au) f(0)χ0(u) z
n d×u =
∫
O×
ψ(au) f(0)χ0(u) d
×u
∑
n≥M−r
zn
which converges absolutely for |z| < 1 to a rational function of z. Hence
Zpi,a,c(f, χ0, z), viewed as a rational function of z, has at most a pole of finite
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order at z = 0 and a simple pole at z = 1; the residue at z = 1 equals
−
∫
O×
ψ(au) f(0)χ0(u) d
×u = −f(0) d×x(O×)G(ψa, χ0).
Thus the restriction of Zτ,a,c(f, ·) to the connected component XF,χ0 has at most
a simple pole at the unique quasi-character χτ,0 ∈ XF,χ0 which takes unit value
on pi. The residue of Zτ,a,c(f, ·) at χτ,0 is −f(0) d×x(O×)G(ψa, χ0).
(b) Assume c ∈ O×. Write Zpi,a,c(f, χ0, z) as( ∑
n<−M
+
∑
−M≤n<M
+
∑
n≥M
)∫
O×
ψ(au) f (pin(u+ c)) χ0(u) z
n d×u.
The second finite sum is clearly a function in C[z, z−1]. The third sum equals
∑
n≥M
∫
O×
ψ(au) f(0)χ0(u) z
n d×u =
∫
O×
ψ(au) f(0)χ0(u) d
×u
∑
n≥M
zn,
which converges absolutely for |z| < 1 to a rational function of z. However, the
first sum
T :=
∑
n<−M
∫
O×
ψ(au) f (pin(u+ c)) χ0(u) z
n d×u
does not vanish as in the preceding case.
Now suppose that n < −M and put u = −cw with w ∈ O×. Then
T = χ0(−c) ·
∑
n<−M
∫
O×
ψ(−acw) f (pinc(1− w)) χ0(w) zn d×w.
Since f is supported on p−M , it follows that f (pinc(1− w)) = 0 unless w ∈
1 + p−M−n. Now suppose further that w ∈ 1 + p−M−n. By the local constancy
of the characters ψ and χ0, apart from finitely many integers n, the equalities
ψ(−acw) = ψ(−ac) and χ0(1 + p−M−n) = 1 hold true. The finitely many
integers n that are excluded, say −M ′ < n < −M , contributes to T a function
in C[z, z−1]. On setting w = 1 − c−1pi−nt with t ∈ p−M , we find that the
remaining integers n contribute to T the quantity
d×x(O×)
d+x(O×) · χ0(−c)ψ(−ac) ·
∫
p−M
f(t) d+t ·
∑
n≤−M ′
(qz)n (2.10)
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where d+t is any Haar measure on F . Thus T converges absolutely for |z| > 1q
to a rational function of z.
The argument given above also shows that Zpi,a,c(f, χ0, z), viewed as a rational
function of z, has at most a pole of finite order at z = 0, a simple pole at z = 1
and a simple pole at z = 1
q
. The residue at z = 1 is∫
O×
ψ(au) f(0)χ0(u) d
×u = −f(0) d×u(O×)G(ψa, χ0).
The residue at z = 1
q
is, on putting h = d
×x(O×)
d+x(O×) ,
h
q
χ0(−c)ψ(−ac)
∫
p−M
f(t) d+t =
h
q
χ0(−c)ψ(−ac)
∫
F
f(t) d+t.
Thus the restriction of Zτ,a,c(f, ·) to the connected component XF,χ0 has at most
two simple poles at the unique quasi-character χτ,0 ∈ XF,χ0 which takes unit
value on pi and at the unique quasi-character χτ,−1 ∈ XF,χ0 which takes value
q−1 on pi. The residue of Zτ,a,c(f, ·) at χτ,0 is −f(0)G(ψa, χ0); the residue of
Zτ,a,c(f, ·) at χτ,−1 is, by (2.10),
h
q
χ0(−c)ψ(−ac)
∫
F
f(t) d+t.
Proof Theorem 2.5.2. We consider two cases.
(a) Assume χ is unramified. By Remark 2.4.4, the restriction of Zτ,a,c(f, ·) to the
unramified component XF,nr is the function Zpi,a,c(f, χ0,nr, z). It follows that
Zpi,a,c(f, χ0,nr, z) =
∞∑
n=−∞
∫
O×
ψ(au) f (pin(u+ c)) zn d×u.
Put gn(x) = ψ(ax) f (pi
n(x+ c)), so that
Zpi,a,c(f, χ0,nr, z) = d
×x (O×)
∞∑
n=−∞
G(gn, χ0,nr) z
n.
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By Lemma 2.6.6, the Fourier transform of gn is
gˆn(x) = q
n ψ (−c(x+ a)) fˆ
(
x+ a
pin
)
,
Corollary 2.6.4 (i) then gives
G(gn, χ0,nr) =
∫
F
(gˆn)1 (x) d+x
= ψ(−ac)
(∫
pl
d+x +
1
1− q
∫
pl−1−pl
d+x
)
ψ(−cx) fˆ
(
x+ a
pin
)
qn.
Put
Z1 = d
×x (O×)
∞∑
n=−∞
∫
pl
ψ(−cx) fˆ
(
x+ a
pin
)
(qz)n d+x
Z2 = d
×x (O×)
∞∑
n=−∞
∫
pl−1−pl
ψ(−cx) fˆ
(
x+ a
pin
)
(qz)n d+x ,
so that
Zpi,a,c(f, χ0,nr, z) = ψ(−ac)
(
Z1 +
Z2
1− q
)
. (2.11)
We proceed to compute Z1 and Z2. On the one hand
Z1
d×x (O×) =
∞∑
n=−∞
∫
pl
ψ(−cx) fˆ
(
x+ a
pin
)
(qz)n d+x
=
∞∑
n=−∞
∑
r≥l
zr
∫
O×
ψ(−cpiry) fˆ
(
piry + a
pin
)
(qz)n−r d+y
=
∑
r≥l
zr
∞∑
n=−∞
∫
O×
ψ(−cpiry) fˆ
(
piry + a
pin
)
(qz)n−r d+y
=
∑
r≥l
zr
∞∑
n′=−∞
∫
O×
ψ(−cpiry)fˆ
(
pin
′
(y + api−r)
)
(qz)−n
′
d+y.
Since
∫
O× ϕ(x)d+x =
d+x(O×)
d×x(O×)
∫
O× ϕ(x) d
×x, it follows that
Z1 = d+x(O×)
∑
r≥l
zr Zpi,−cpir,api−r
(
fˆ , χ0,nr, 1/(qz)
)
. (2.12)
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On the other hand
Z2 =
∞∑
n=−∞
∫
pl−1−pl
ψ(−cx) fˆ
(
x+ a
pin
)
(qz)n d+x ,
= zl−1
∞∑
n=−∞
∫
O×
ψ(−cpil−1y) fˆ
(
pil−1y + a
pin
)
(qz)n−l+1 d+y ,
= zl−1
∞∑
n′=−∞
∫
O×
ψ(−cpil−1y) fˆ
(
pin
′
(pil−1y + api1−l)
)
(qz)−n
′
d+y .
Since
∫
O× ϕ(x)d+x =
d+x(O×)
d×x(O×)
∫
O× ϕ(x) d
×x, it follows that
Z2 = d+x(O×) zl−1 Zpi,−cpil−1,api1−l
(
fˆ , χ0,nr, 1/(qz)
)
. (2.13)
Finally, (2.11) together with (2.12) and (2.13) yield the functional equation
Zpi,a,c(f, χ0,nr, z)
ψ(−ac) d+x (O×)
=
∑
r≥l
zr Zpi,−cpir,api−r
(
fˆ , χ0,nr,
1
qz
)
+
zl−1
1− q Zpi,−cpil−1,api1−l
(
fˆ , χ0,nr,
1
qz
)
,
provided that χ is unramified.
(b) Assume χ is ramified of level m ≥ 1. By Remark 2.4.4, the restriction of Zτ,a,c(f, ·)
to the connected component XF,χ0 is the function Zpi,a,c(f, χ0, z). It follows that
Zpi,a,c(f, χ0, z) =
∞∑
n=−∞
∫
O×
ψ(au) f (pin(u+ c)) χ0(u) z
n d×u.
Put gn(x) = ψ(ax) f (pi
n(x+ c)), so that
Zpi,a,c(f, χ0, z) =
∞∑
n=−∞
G(gn, χ0) z
n.
By Lemma 2.6.6, the Fourier transform of gn is
gˆn(x) = q
n ψ (−c(x+ a)) fˆ
(
x+ a
pin
)
,
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Corollary 2.6.4 (ii) then gives
G(gn, χ0) = χ0(−1) qm−lG(ψpil−mx, χ0)
∫
O×
gˆn(pi
l−mx)χ−10 (x) d+x.
Put
Z = d×x(O×)
∞∑
n=−∞
∫
O×
ψ(−cpil−mx) fˆ
(
pil−mx+ a
pin
)
(qz)n χ−10 (x) d+x
so that
Zpi,a,c(f, χ0, z) = ψ(−ac)χ0(−1) qm−lG(ψpil−m , χ0)Z. (2.14)
It remains to compute Z. We have
Z
d×x(O×) =
∞∑
n=−∞
∫
O×
ψ(−cpil−mx) fˆ
(
pil−mx+ a
pin
)
(qz)n χ−10 (x) d+x
=
∞∑
n=−∞
∫
O×
ψ(−cpil−mx) fˆ
(
x+ apim−l
pin+m−l
)
(qz)n χ−10 (x) d+x
=
∞∑
n′=−∞
∫
O×
ψ(−cpil−mx) fˆ
(
pin
′
(x+ apim−l)
)
(qz)l−m−n
′
χ−10 (x) d+x
= (qz)l−m Zpi,−cpil−m,apim−l
(
fˆ , χ−10 , 1/(qz)
)
.
Since
∫
O× ϕ(x)d+x =
d+x(O×)
d×x(O×)
∫
O× ϕ(x) d
×x, it follows that
Z = (qz)l−m d+x(O×) Zpi,−cpil−m,apim−l
(
fˆ , χ−10 , 1/(qz)
)
. (2.15)
Finally, (2.14) and (2.15) yield
Zpi,a,c(f, χ0, z)
χ0(−1)ψ(−ac)d+x(O×) = z
l−mG(ψpil−m , χ0) Zpi,−cpil−m,apim−l
(
fˆ , χ−10 , 1/(qz)
)
.
The proof is complete.
2.8 Example
In this section we work out an example of the local zeta integrals.
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Let now F = Qp. Suppose that f0 = 1Zp and that the norm section τ : pZ → F×
is given by τ(p−1) = p. Suppose further that
ψ(x) = ep(x) := e({x}p) (x ∈ Qp)
where {x}p denotes the p-adic fractional part of x. If x =
∑N
m=−N amp
−m where
N is a positive integer, then by definition {x}p =
∑N
m=1 a−mp
−m. Take for Q×p the
normalized measure d×x such that the unit group has volume one. If (a, c) ∈ Q2p and
χ is a quasi-character of Q×p , consider
Zτ,a,c(f0, χ) =
∫
Q×p
ψ
(
ax
pval(x)
)
f0(x+ c p
val(x))χ(x) d×x. (2.16)
If χ0 is a character on Z×p , then the restriction of Zτ,a,c(f, ·) to the connected
component XQp,χ0 of XQp is the function Zp,a,c(1Zp , χ0, ·) of the variable z = χ(p).
More exactly, if χ|Z×p = χ0 and if z = χ(p), then Zτ,a,c(f0, χ) = Zp,a,c(1Zp , χ0, z),
where
Zp,a,c(1Zp , χ0, z) =
∞∑
n=−∞
∫
Z×p
ep(au) 1Zp(p
n(u+ c))χ0(u)z
n d×x. (2.17)
It follows that Zτ,a,c(f0, χ) = Zτ,a+v,c(f0, χ) for every v ∈ Zp. Let I(χ0) be the function
which takes value 1 if χ0 is unramified and 0 otherwise. Propositions 2.8.1 and 2.8.2
give explicit formulas for the local zeta integral Zτ,a,c(f0, χ).
Proposition 2.8.1. Suppose that a ∈ Zp.
(i) If c ∈ pZp, then Zp,a,c(1Zp , χ0, z) = I(χ0)1−z .
(ii) If c /∈ Zp, then Zp,a,c(1Zp , χ0, z) = z
−val(c) I(χ0)
1−z .
(iii) If c ∈ Z×p and χ0 is unramified, then
Zp,a,c(1Zp , χ0, z) =
1
1− z +
1
(1− p−1)(pz − 1) .
If c ∈ Z×p and χ0 is ramified of level m, then
Zp,a,c(1Zp , χ0, z) =
χ0(−c)
(pz)m−1
· 1
(1− p−1)(pz − 1) .
Proposition 2.8.2. Suppose that a ∈ 1
pl
Zp − 1pl−1Zp where l ∈ Z≥1.
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(i) If c ∈ pZp, then Zp,a,c(1Zp , χ0, z) = G(ψa,χ0)1−z .
(ii) If c /∈ Zp, then Zp,a,c(1Zp , χ0, z) = z
−val(c)G(ψa,χ0)
1−z .
(iii) If c ∈ Z×p and l = m, then
Zp,a,c(1Zp , χ0, z) =
G(ψa, χ0)
1− z +
χ0(−c)ψ(1)
(pz)m−1
· 1
(1− p−1)(pz − 1)
+
χ0(−c)
pm − pm−1
m−1∑
n=1
z−nGpmZp,n(ψ−ac, χ0).
If c ∈ Z×p and l 6= m, then
Zp,a,c(1Zp , χ0, z) =
G(ψa, χ0)
1− z +
χ0(−c)ψ(1)
(pz)m−1
· 1
(1− p−1)(pz − 1) .
Proof of Proposition 2.8.1. If a ∈ Zp, then ep
(
ax
pval(x)
)
= 1 for every x ∈ Q×p . It
follows from (2.17) that
Zp,a,c(1Zp , χ0, z) =
∫
Q×p
1Zp(x+ c p
val(x))χ(x) d×x.
First assume that c ∈ pZp. Then 1Zp(x + c pval(x)) = 0 precisely when x ∈ Zp and
hence
Zp,a,c(1Zp , χ0, z) =
∫
Zp\{0}
χ(x) d×x =
∫
Z×p
χ0(x) d
×x
∞∑
n=0
zn =
I(χ0)
1− z .
Next assume that c /∈ Zp. Then 1Zp(x+ c pval(x)) = 0 unless x ∈ p−val(c)Zp. Hence
Zp,a,c(1Zp , χ0, z) =
∫
p−val(c)Zp\{0}
χ(x) d×x
=
∫
Z×p
χ0(x) d
×x
∞∑
m=−val(c)
zm =
z−val(c) I(χ0)
1− z .
Finally assume that c ∈ Z×p . Write
∫
Q×p
=
∫
Zp\{0}+
∑∞
n=1
∫
p−nZ×p
. The first integral
is ∫
Zp\{0}
χ(x) d×x =
I(χ0)
1− z ,
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whereas the second term equals
∞∑
n=1
z−n
∫
Z×p
1pnZp(u+ c)χ0(u) d
×u = χ0(−c)
∞∑
n=1
z−n
∫
Z×p
11+pnZp(v)χ0(v) d
×v,
by a change of variable v = −uc. If χ0 is unramified, then∫
Z×p
11+pnZp(v)χ0(v) d
×v =
1
pn − pn−1
and hence the second term is
∞∑
n=1
z−n
1
pn − pn−1 =
1
(1− p−1)(pz − 1) .
If χ0 is ramified of level m, the integral
∫
Z×p
11+pnZp(v)χ0(v) d
×v is zero unless n ≥ m,
in which case it is 1
pn−pn−1 ; hence the second term is
χ0(−c)
∞∑
n=m
z−n
1
pn − pn−1 =
χ0(−c)
(pz)m−1
· 1
(1− p−1)(pz − 1) .
This completes the proof.
Proof of Proposition 2.8.2. It follows from (2.17) that
Zp,a,c(1Zp , χ0, z) =
∞∑
n=−∞
∫
Z×p
ψ(au)1Zp(p
n(u+ c))χ0(u) z
n d×u.
First assume that c ∈ pZp. Then 1Zp(pn(u+ c)) = 0 precisely when n ≥ 0 and hence
Zp,a,c(1Zp , χ0, z) =
∞∑
n=0
∫
Z×p
ψ(au)χ0(u) z
n d×u =
G(ψa, χ0)
1− z .
Next assume that c /∈ Zp. Then 1Zp(pn(u+ c)) = 0 unless n ≥ −val(c). Hence
Zp,a,c(1Zp , χ0, z) =
∞∑
n=−val(c)
∫
Z×p
ψ(au)χ0(u) z
n d×u =
z−val(c)G(ψa, χ0)
1− z .
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Finally assume that c ∈ Z×p . A change of variable u = −cv yields
Zp,a,c(1Zp , χ0, z) = χ0(−c)
∞∑
n=−∞
∫
Z×p
ψ(−acv)11+p−nZp(v)χ0(v) zn d×v.
Write
∫
Q×p
=
∫
Zp\{0}+
∑∞
n=1
∫
p−nZ×p
. The first integral is
∞∑
n=0
∫
Z×p
ψ(−acv)χ0(−cv) zn d×v = G(ψa, χ0)
1− z ,
whereas the second term equals
χ0(−c)
∞∑
n=1
z−n
∫
1+pnZp
ψ(−acv)χ0(v) d×u = χ0(−c)
∞∑
n=1
z−nGn(ψ−ac, χ0).
Suppose first that l = m. By Lemma 2.6.2, the n ≥ m contribute to the second term
the quantity ∑
n≥m
ψ(1)
pn − pn−1 z
−n =
ψ(1)
(pz)m−1
· 1
(1− p−1)(pz − 1) ,
whereas the n < m contribute to the second term the quantity
χ0(−c)
pm − pm−1
m−1∑
n=1
GpmZp,n(ψ−ac, χ0).
Thus the second term now equals
ψ(1)
(pz)m−1
· 1
(1− p−1)(pz − 1) +
χ0(−c)
pm − pm−1
m−1∑
n=1
GpmZp,n(ψ−ac, χ0).
Next suppose that l 6= m. By Lemma 2.6.2, only the n ≥ m contribute to the second
term, and thus the second term equals
∑
n≥m
ψ(1)
pn − pn−1 z
−n =
ψ(1)
(pz)m−1
· 1
(1− p−1)(pz − 1) .
This completes the proof.
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Chapter 3
Global zeta integrals over number fields
3.1 Overview of the chapter
The goal of this chapter is to give an adelic generalization of the Lerch zeta function.
This is accomplished in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. Here is an overview of the chapter.
• In Section 3.2 we describe the variety of quasi-characters for a number field and
the connected components of this variety.
• In Section 3.4 we construct a family of global zeta integrals over a number
field. Therein we define norm section, Lerch tuple and global Lerch-Tate zeta
integrals.
• The analytic properties of global Lerch-Tate zeta integrals are formulated in
Section 3.5 as Theorem 3.5.1, Theorem 3.5.2 and Theorem 3.5.3.
• Section 3.6 contains the proof of Theorem 3.5.1.
• Section 3.7 is devoted to the proofs of Theorems 3.5.2 and 3.5.3.
3.2 Notations and basic definitions
Suppose that K is an algebraic number field. Write CK = A×K/K× for the idele class
group and C1K = A1K/K× for the norm one idele class group. The space XK of all
quasi-characters of CK has a natural structure of a complex variety. Furthermore, XK
is a disjoint union of connected components, each of which can be non-canonically
identified with C. All quasi-characters of the idele class group which have the same
restriction to C1K belong to the same connected component. Let us set some notations
to specify the connected components of XK more conveniently.
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Definition 3.2.1. If χ0 is a character of C
1
K , set
XK,χ0 = {χ ∈ XK : χ|C1K = χ0}. (3.1)
In other words, XK,χ0 is the connected component of XK labeled by χ0 ∈ Ĉ1K . In
particular, if χ0,nr is the trivial character on C
1
K , then XK,χ0,nr is the neutral compo-
nent consisting of unramified quasi-characters of CK ; we write XK,nr for this neutral
component.
Remark 3.2.2. There are non-canonical isomorphisms from C onto XK,χ0 . If χ˜0 :
CK → C× is an extension of χ0, then the map which sends a complex number s to
the quasi-character χ(x) = χ˜0(x) |x|s defines an isomorphism from C onto XK,χ0 .
We recall the standard notions of adelic Fourier transform and of self-dual measure.
Definition 3.2.3. Suppose that ψ : AK → C× is a nontrivial character and that
d+x is a Haar measure on AK . If f is a Schwartz-Bruhat function on AK , define the
Fourier transform of f with respect to ψ and d+x to be the function
fˆ(y) =
∫
AK
f(x)ψ(xy) d+x (y ∈ AK). (3.2)
The Fourier transform fˆ is also a Schwartz-Bruhat function on AK .
Definition 3.2.4. For every nontrivial character ψ of AK , there exists a unique Haar
measure d+x on AK such that, for all Schwartz-Bruhat functions f on AK , one has
ˆˆ
f(x) = f(−x). This Haar measure d+x is called the self-dual measure with respect to
ψ.
3.3 Global norm sections
Let | · | : A×K → R+ denote the standard norm map of A×K . Then | · | is trivial on K×
and induces a continuous homomorphism, also denoted by | · |, from CK to R+.
Definition 3.3.1. A continuous group homomorphism τ : R+ → A×K is called a norm
section if | · | ◦ τ = idR+ .
Remark 3.3.2. Since R+ is connected and K×p is totally disconnected for every finite
place p, every continuous homomorphism R+ → K×p is trivial. Therefore the image
of τ lands entirely in K×R .
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The following lemma describes the totality of norm sections over a generic number
field.
Lemma 3.3.3. Suppose that K is a number field of degree n and that r1 (resp. r2) is
the number of real embeddings (resp. complex embeddings). Then the set of all norm
sections is in bijection with
T =
{
((aµ), (zν)) ∈ Rr1 × Cr2 :
r1∑
µ=1
aµ + 2
r2∑
ν=1
Re(zν) = 1
}
.
More precisely, each norm section
τ : R+ → A×K
is of the form τ(t) = (τ∞(t), 1) where τ∞(t) ∈ K×R is given by
τ∞(t) = ((taµ)1≤µ≤r1 , (t
zν )1≤ν≤r2) .
for a unique element ((aµ), (zν)) ∈ T .
Proof. Observe that every continuous homomorphism φ : R+ → G, where G is a
topological group which is uniquely divisible, is determined by its value on an arbi-
trary element t0 ∈ R+ with t0 6= 1. This is clear on noting that the image of the
map
Q→ R+, r 7→ tr0
is dense in R+. In particular, if G = R+, this observation implies that every continu-
ous homomorphism φ : R+ → R+ is of the form φ(t) = ta for a uniquely determined
real number a. Consequentially, every continuous homomorphism φ : R+ → R× is of
the form φ(t) = ta for a unique a ∈ R. On the other hand, it is a standard fact that
every quasi-character φ : R+ → C× is of the form φ(t) = tz for a unique complex
number z.
Suppose that τ : R+ → A×K is a norm section. By Remark 3.3.2, τ is necessarily
of the form
τ(t) = (τ∞(t), 1)
where τ∞ : R+ → K×R satisfies | · | ◦ τ∞ = idR+ .
If r1 (resp. r2) is the number of real embeddings (resp. complex embeddings),
then K×R = (R×)r1×(C×)r2 . For every real embedding, the composition of τ∞ : R+ →
K×R with the corresponding projection from K
×
R onto R× gives rise to a continuous
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homomorphism R+ → R× which is necessarily of the form t 7→ taµ for aµ ∈ R.
Similarly, for every complex embedding, the composition of τ∞ : R+ → K×R with the
corresponding projection from K×R onto C× gives rise to a quasi-character R+ → C×
which is necessarily of the form t 7→ tzν for zν ∈ C. The condition for τ to be a norm
section is tantamount to
r1∑
µ=1
aµ + 2
r2∑
ν=1
Re(zν) = 1.
This completes the proof.
Examples 3.3.4. 1. If K is a totally real number field of degree n, then
T =
{
(aµ) ∈ Rn :
n∑
µ=1
aµ = 1
}
.
2. If K is a totally imaginary number field of degree 2n, then
T =
{
(zν) ∈ Cn :
n∑
ν=1
Re(zν) =
1
2
}
.
Definition 3.3.5. . Suppose that ((aµ), (zν)) is an element of
T =
{
((aµ), (zν)) ∈ Rr1 × Cr2 :
r1∑
µ=1
aµ + 2
r2∑
ν=1
Re(zν) = 1
}
.
Suppose further that τ∞ : R+ → K×R is given by
τ∞(t) = ((taµ)1≤µ≤r1 , (t
zν )1≤ν≤r2)
and that τ : R+ → A×K is the norm section
τ(t) = (τ∞(t), 1).
We call τ a positive norm section if aµ > 0 for every 1 ≤ µ ≤ r1 and Re(zν) > 0 for
every 1 ≤ ν ≤ r2,
3.4 Global Lerch-Tate zeta integrals over a number field
Definition 3.4.1. A global Lerch tuple is a triple (τ, a, c) consisting of a positive
norm section τ and a pair of adeles (a, c) ∈ A2K .
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Definition 3.4.2. (Global Lerch-Tate zeta integral) Suppose that (τ, a, c) is a global
Lerch tuple. If f is a Schwartz-Bruhat function on AK and χ is a quasi-character of
CK , define the global Lerch-Tate zeta integral
Zτ,a,c(f, χ) =
∫
A×K
ψ
(
ax
τ(|x|)
)
f (x+ c τ(|x|)) χ(x) d×x. (3.3)
Remark 3.4.3. On setting a = c = 0, one recovers Tate’s global zeta integral (1.10).
Namely
Zτ,0,0(f, χ) = Z(f, χ) =
∫
A×K
f(x)χ(x) d×x.
This special case explains the name global Lerch-Tate zeta integrals.
Remark 3.4.4. One gains a better understanding of the global zeta integral Zτ,a,c(f, χ)
with the following two observations. First, a norm section τ induces a splitting
A×K = A1K × τ(R+). Secondly, every quasi-character of A×K is determined by its
restrictions to A1K and to τ(R+).
Suppose that a norm section τ is given. Then every x ∈ A×K can be written
uniquely as x = τ(t) y where t = |x| ∈ R+ and y = xτ(|x|) ∈ A1K . If χ is a quasi-
character of A×K , write χ0 for its restriction to A1K . By Definition 3.2.1, χ belongs to
the connected component XK,χ0 of XK . There is an isomorphism C → XK,χ0 which
sends a complex number s to the quasi-character χ(x) = χ0
(
x
τ(|x|)
)
|x|s. Via this
isomorphism, the restriction of Zτ,a,c(f, ·) to XK,χ0 becomes a function of s; write
Zτ,a,c(f, χ0, s) for this function. By (4.3) we have
Zτ,a,c(f, χ0, s) =
∫
R+
∫
A1K
ψ(ay) f ((y + c) τ(t)) χ0(y) t
s d×y d×t.
Remark 3.4.5. It is non-trivial to show the convergence of the global Lerch-Tate zeta
integrals. The function
ψ
(
ax
τ(|x|)
)
f (x+ c τ(|x|))
is not a Schwartz-Bruhat function on AK in general. To show absolute convergence
we assume:
• the norm section τ is a positive norm section;
• for each adelic Schwartz-Bruhat function f , a certain range of parameters
(a, c) ∈ A2K is excluded; the remaining range of parameters (a, c) ∈ A2K sat-
isfies the conditions that c is compatible with f .
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The following definition is a technical condition that we need in order to show the an-
alytic properties of global zeta integrals. It will be used to exclude, for each Schwartz-
Bruhat function f on AK , a singular set of (a, c) in A2K to ensure that the global zeta
integrals are absolutely convergent and satisfy functional equation.
Definition 3.4.6. (i) Suppose that α = ⊗pαp⊗α∞ ∈ AK . The singular support of
αp is the smallest fractional ideal ap ⊂ Kp such that Op ⊂ ap and that αp ∈ ap.
The singular support of α is the smallest fractional ideal a ⊂ K such that O ⊂ a
and that αp ∈ aOp for every p.
(ii) Suppose that f = ⊗pfp⊗ f∞ is a factorizable Schwartz-Bruhat function on AK .
The singular support of fp is the smallest fractional ideal ap ⊂ Kp such that
Op ⊂ ap and that Supp(fp) ⊂ ap. The singular support of f is the smallest
fractional ideal a ⊂ K such that O ⊂ a and that Supp(fp) ⊂ aOp for every p.
(iii) Suppose that f is a Schwartz-Bruhat function on AK . Suppose further that
f =
∑n
i=1 fi where each fi is a factorizable Schwartz-Bruhat function on AK .
The singular support of f with respect to the decomposition f =
∑n
i=1 fi is the
fractional ideal a =
∑n
i=1 ai where each ai is the singular support of fi. The
pole of f is the smallest fractional ideal of K among all singular supports of f
with respect to all decompositions f =
∑n
i=1 fi.
(iv) Suppose that α = ⊗pαp ⊗ α∞ ∈ AK and that f is a Schwartz-Bruhat function
on AK . Write d = [K : Q] and let a ⊂ K (resp. b ⊂ K) be the singular support
of α (resp. f). We say α and f are compatible if |α∞|
N(a+b)
/∈ Z \ {0}. Otherwise
we say α and f are incompatible.
Examples 3.4.7. Suppose that K = Q.
(i) If α = ⊗ναν ∈ AQ with α∞ ∈ R, α2 = 12 , α3 = 19 and αp ∈ Zp for every prime
p ≥ 5, then the singular support of α2 is 12Z2, of α3 is 19Z3 and of αp for p ≥ 5
is Zp. Therefore the singular support of α is 118Z.
(ii) If f = (1 1
8
Z2 ⊗p>2 1Zp)⊗ f∞ with f∞ ∈ S(R), then the singular support of f2 is
1
8
Z2 and of fp, where p > 2, is Zp.
(iii) If α and f are as in (i) and (ii), then α and f are compatible if and only if |α∞|
is different from a nonzero integer multiple of 1
72
(= 1
8×9).
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3.5 The Main Global Theorem over a number field
In this section, we formulate the analytic properties of the global Lerch-Tate zeta
integrals as 3 theorems: Theorem 3.5.1, Theorem 3.5.2 and Theorem 3.5.3. Their
combination gives Theorem 1.5.2 which we call the Main Global Theorem over a
number field.
Let K be a number field. Take for AK the self-dual measure d+x with respect to
ψ and take for A×K any Haar measure d×x. Put vK = d×x˙ (C1K) where d×x˙ is induced
by d×x. Write d×t = d+t
t
where d+t denotes the Lebesgue measure on R.
For a Schwartz-Bruhat function f on AK , let fˆ denote the Fourier transform of
f with respect to ψ and d+x. For a quasi-character χ on CK , let χ
′ denote the
quasi-character given by χχ′ = | · |.
Theorem 3.5.1. (Absolute convergence) Let (τ, a, c) be a global Lerch tuple and ψ
be a nontrivial additive character of AK with trivial restriction to K. Let f be a
Schwartz-Bruhat function on AK and fˆ be the Fourier transform of f with respect
to ψ and d+x. Suppose that c is compatible with f (in the sense of Definition 3.4.6
(iv)). Then the global zeta integral Zτ,a,c(f, χ) is absolutely convergent for Re(χ) > 1
and defines a holomorphic function on this right half-plane of XK.
Note that the absolute convergence theorem imposes a compatibility condition on
f and the variable c ∈ AK .
Theorem 3.5.2. (Analytic continuation) Let (τ, a, c) be a global Lerch tuple and ψ
be a nontrivial additive character of AK with trivial restriction to K. Let f be a
Schwartz-Bruhat function on AK and fˆ be the Fourier transform of f with respect to
ψ and d+x. Suppose that c is compatible with f and that a is compatible with fˆ (in
the sense of Definition 3.4.6 (iv)).
(i) The zeta integral Zτ,a,c(f, χ) extends to a meromorphic function on XK.
(ii) The meromorphic function Zτ,a,c(f, χ) is holomorphic outside of the unramified
component. On the unramified component, Zτ,a,c(f, χ) has at most simple poles
at χ = | · | and χ = χtriv. Observe that each of the two integrals∫ ∞
1
fˆ (a τ(t))χ′(τ(t)) d×t and
∫ 1
0
f (c τ(t)) χ(τ(t)) d×t
converges absolutely for Re(χ) > 1 and has a meromorphic continuation to
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χ ∈ XK. Then the function
Zτ,a,c(f, χ)−ψ(−ac) vK
∫ ∞
1
fˆ (a τ(t))χ′(τ(t)) d×t+vK
∫ 1
0
f (c τ(t)) χ(τ(t)) d×t
extends to a holomorphic function on the unramified component of XK.
Note that the analytic continuation theorem imposes the compatibility condition
on a ∈ AK with fˆ and the the compatibility condition on c ∈ AK with f .
Theorem 3.5.3. (Functional equation) Let (τ, a, c) be a global Lerch tuple and ψ
be a nontrivial additive character of AK with trivial restriction to K. Let f be a
Schwartz-Bruhat function on AK and fˆ be the Fourier transform of f with respect to
ψ and d+x. Suppose that c is compatible with f and that a is compatible with fˆ (in
the sense of Definition 3.4.6 (iv)).
(i) The integral
S1(f, χ) =
∫ 1
0
f (c τ(t)) χ(τ(t)) d×t
converges absolutely for Re(χ) > 0 and extends to a meromorphic function of
χ ∈ XK; we denote this meromorphic function also by S1(f, χ). The integral
S2(f, χ) =
∫ ∞
1
f (c τ(t)) χ(τ(t)) d×t
converges absolutely for Re(χ) < 0 and extends to a meromorphic function of
χ ∈ XK; we denote this meromorphic function also by S2(f, χ).
(ii) Set
Z˜τ,a,c(f, χ) =
Zτ,a,c(f, χ) + vK (S1(f, χ) + S2(f, χ)) if χ is unramifiedZτ,a,c(f, χ) if χ is ramified.
One has
Z˜τ,a,c(f, χ) = ψ(−ac) Z˜τ,−c,a(fˆ , χ′). (3.4)
In Section 3.8, we show that the symmetrized Lerch zeta functions L±(s, a, c) in
Chapter 1 can be obtained from a suitable Zτ,a,c(f, χ) for Re(χ) > 1. Theorem 3.5.2
and Theorem 3.5.3 give analytic continuation and functional equation respectively.
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3.6 Absolute convergence
In this section we prove the absolute convergence of the global zeta integral Zτ,a,c(f, χ).
We briefly recall some notations. Let (τ, a, c) be a global Lerch tuple and f be a
Schwartz-Bruhat function on AK . The norm section τ induces a splitting A×K =
A1K× τ(R+). If χ is a quasi-character of CK with restriction χ0 to C1K , then χ belongs
to the connected component XK,χ0 of XK . There is an isomorphism from C onto
XK,χ0 which sends a complex number s to the quasi-character χ(x) = χ0
(
x
τ(|x|)
)
|x|s.
Via this isomorphism, we view the restriction of Zτ,a,c(f, ·) to XK,χ0 as the function
s 7→ Zτ,a,c(f, χ0, s) =
∫
R+
∫
A1K
ψ(ay) f ((y + c) τ(t)) χ0(y) t
s d×y d×t. (3.5)
To show the absolute convergence of Zτ,a,c(f, χ0, s), assume without loss of gener-
ality that f is factorizable. Write f = ⊗pfp⊗ f∞ where fp ∈ S(Kp) and f∞ ∈ S(KR).
Let N0 be a sufficiently large integer so that Supp(fp) ⊂ p−N0Op and that cp ∈ p−N0Op
for every p.
Let us start with a preparatory lemma.
Lemma 3.6.1. Suppose that f = ⊗pfp ⊗ f∞ is a Schwartz-Bruhat function on AK
and that c ∈ AK. Suppose that C > 0 is an arbitrary positive real. Then there exists
a finite set S of places of K which includes all infinite places and which satisfies three
properties:
(a) for every p /∈ S, one has fp = 1Op;
(b) for every p /∈ S, one has cp ∈ Op;
(c) if y ∈ A1K with yp + cp ∈ Supp(fp) for every p and yp′ ∈ p′Op′ for some p′ /∈ S,
then |y∞| > C.
Proof. Since f is a Schwartz-Bruhat function and c ∈ AK , there is a finite set S
of places which includes all infinite places and satisfies (a) and (b). Then the set
S can be enlarged, if necessary, to another finite set S ′ so that, if p′ /∈ S ′, then
Np′ > C
∏
p∈S(Np)
N0 . It is clear that the set S ′ necessarily satisfies (a) and (b).
Suppose now that y ∈ A1K with yp + cp ∈ Supp(fp) for every p and yp′ ∈ p′Op′ for
some p′ /∈ S ′. Hence |yp′| ≤ 1Np′ . By definition N0 is a sufficiently large integer so that
Supp(fp) ⊂ p−N0Op and that cp ∈ p−N0Op for every p. In particular, at every place
p ∈ S, yp ∈ p−N0Op and hence |yp| ≤ (Np)N0 ; whereas at every place p /∈ S, yp ∈ Op
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and hence |yp| ≤ 1. It follows that
|y∞| = 1∏
p |yp|p
≥ 1|yp′ |
∏
p∈S |yp|
≥ Np
′∏
p∈S |yp|
≥ Np
′∏
p∈S(Np)
N0
> C.
Therefore the set S ′ satisfies the property (c), besides the properties (a) and (b)
that S ′ inherits from S. The existence of a finite set of places of K with the three
properties is thus verified.
We are in a position to prove the absolute convergence of global Lerch-Tate zeta
integrals.
Proof of Theorem 3.5.1. Let C > 0 be a constant which depends on c ∈ AK and
which is to be chosen. Let S be a finite set of places of K which contains all infinite
places and which satisfies the three properties in Lemma 3.6.1. In (3.5), we decompose
the integral over A1K into the integrals over the two subsets
H1 = {y ∈ A1K : yp′ ∈ p′Op′ for some p′ /∈ S}
H2 = {y ∈ A1K : yp ∈ O×p for all p /∈ S}.
By definition, H1 is a closed subset of A1K and H2 is an open subset of A1K . We
will show that the integral over H1 converges absolutely for σ = Re(s) > 1 and the
integral over H2 converges absolutely for σ > 0.
Let us set some notations for the proof. Suppose that K has r1 real embeddings
and r2 complex embeddings; put R = r1 + r2. Write
S = {infinite places} ∪ {pj : 1 ≤ j ≤ r} = S∞ ∪ {pj : 1 ≤ j ≤ r}.
and put qj = Npj for 1 ≤ j ≤ r. Write
S∞ = {νj : 1 ≤ j ≤ R}
for the set of archimedean places of K. We therefore have
S = S∞ ∪ {pj : 1 ≤ j ≤ r}.
If y = ⊗νyν ∈ A×K is an idele, write y∞ = ⊗1≤j≤Ryνj for its archimedean component
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and yfin = ⊗pyp for its nonarchimedean component. Put |y|νj = |y∞|νj := |yνj |νj .
Recall that the norms at real places are the usual absolute value and at complex
places are the square of the usual absolute value. For a positive real A, put
K×R,|·|=A = {y ∈ K×R : |y| = A}.
For a place ν of K and a positive constant A, the sets K×ν,|·|>A and K
×
ν,|·|≤A have their
obvious meanings. For an archimedean place ν, set
Uν = {x ∈ K×ν : |x|ν = 1};
for instance Uν = {±1} if ν is real and Uν = S1 if ν is complex. We also need some
notations related to the norm section τ : R+ → A×K . Let τ∞ be the composition
R+
τ−→ A×K
proj−−→ K×R .
For 1 ≤ j ≤ R let τj be the projection
R+
τ∞−→ K×R
proj−−→ K×νj .
For 1 ≤ j ≤ R let bj ∈ R be such that |τj(t)|νj = tbj . The condition that the norm
section is positive is equivalent to bj > 0 for every 1 ≤ j ≤ R.
Consider the integral over H2, namely∫
R+
∫
H2
ψ(ay) f ((y + c) τ(t)) χ0(y) t
s d×y d×t. (3.6)
Our goal is to show that this integral converges absolutely and uniformly on compacta
for σ > 0. We do this by carrying out a series of reductions. Note first that ψ and χ0
are unitary characters and that we may assume without loss of generality that each
component of f takes value in R≥0. The absolute and uniform convergence of (3.6)
is reduced to showing that, for arbitrary positive reals 0 < δ < A, the integral∫
R+
∫
H2
f ((y + c) τ(t)) tσ d×y d×t (3.7)
is uniformly bounded for δ < σ < A.
By the properties (a) and (b) of S given by Lemma 3.6.1, fp = 1Op and cp ∈ Op
for every p /∈ S. Recall that N0 is chosen as a sufficiently large integer so that
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Supp(fp) ⊂ p−N0Op and that cp ∈ p−N0Op for every p. It follows that∫
R+
∫
H2
f ((y + c) τ(t)) tσ d×y d×t

∫
R+
{∫
(
∏
p∈S K
×
p ×K×R )∩A1K
f∞ ((y∞ + c∞) τ(t))
∏
p∈S
fp(yp + cp)⊗p∈Sd×yp ⊗ d×y∞
}
tσd×t

∫
R+
{∫
(
∏
p∈S(K
×
p ∩p−N0Op)×K×R )∩A1K
f∞ ((y∞ + c∞) τ(t)) ⊗p∈Sd×yp ⊗ d×y∞
}
tσ d×t

∫
R+

∑
(n1,...,nr)∈Zr
nj≥−N0
∫
K×
R,|·|=∏r
j=1
Np
nj
j
f∞ ((y∞ + c∞) τ(t)) d×y∞
 tσ d×t.
The uniform boundedness of (3.7) now reduces to the uniform boundedness of
∑
(n1,...,nr)∈Zr
nj≥−N0
∫
R+
∫
K×
R,|·|=∏r
j=1
Np
nj
j
f∞ ((y∞ + c∞) τ(t)) tσ d×y∞ d×t (δ < σ < A).
(3.8)
To simplify notation, assume that r = 1; the proof of convergence of (3.8) for general
r is the same. When r = 1, we have S = {νj : 1 ≤ j ≤ R} ∪ {p} and the integral
(3.8) equals
∑
n≥−N0
∫
R+
∫
K×R,|·|=Npn
f∞ ((y∞ + c∞) τ(t)) tσ d×y∞ d×t (δ < σ < A). (3.9)
It follows from the compatibility assumption of c and f , which is prescribed in
Definition 3.4.6 (iv), that
|c∞| 6= Npn for every n ≥ −N0.
In the integral (3.9), one has |y∞| = Npn. When y∞ belongs to the hypersurface
K×R,|·|=Npn , there is at least one place ν ∈ S∞ such that
|y∞ + c∞|ν  |y∞|ν (3.10)
Here the notation f  g means there is a positive constant C such that f(x) ≥
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C|g(x)|. Without loss of generality assume ν = ν1. We then rewrite (3.9) as∑
n≥−N0
∫
R+
∫
K×R,|·|=Npn
d×y∞ d×t =
∑
n≥−N0
∫
R+
∫
U1×
∏R
j=2K
×
νj
d×u1d×y2 . . . d×yR d×t.
(3.11)
The integrand of the second member of (3.11) is
f∞
((
Npn
|y|ν2 . . . |y|νR
u1 + c1
)
τ1(t), (y2 + c2)τ2(t), . . . , (yR + cR)τR(t)
)
. (3.12)
The inequality (3.10) now becomes∣∣∣∣ Npn|y|ν2 . . . |y|νR u1 + c1
∣∣∣∣
ν1
 Np
n
|y|ν2 . . . |y|νR
. (3.13)
We are now reduced to showing the uniform boundedness of the second member
of (3.11) for δ < σ < A, given that (3.13) holds. For this purpose we make use of
the fact that f∞ is of rapid decay; in particular it decays rapidly with respect to each
coordinate. For each 2 ≤ j ≤ R, write K×νj = Dj ∪ Ej where
Dj = {x ∈ K×νj : |x|νj ≤ 2|c|νj + 1}
Ej = {x ∈ K×νj : |x|νj > 2|c|νj + 1}.
By definition, if yj ∈ Ej, then |y + c|νj  |y|νj . In the integral (3.11), we make two
decompositions:
• decompose ∫R+ = ∫ 10 + ∫∞1 ;
• decompose the integral over ∏Rj=2K×νj into the integral over “tubes” where each
factor is either Dj or Ej. If yj ∈ Dj, then there is a pole at 0 which is taken
care by the rapid decay of f∞ with respect to the first coordinate. If yj ∈ Ej,
then the convergence at infinity is taken care by the rapid decay of f∞ with
respect to the coordinate yj.
More precisely, first look at
∫ 1
0
. Let δ′ > 0 be arbitrary and suppose that yj ∈ Dj
for 2 ≤ j ≤ T and that yj ∈ Ej for T + 1 ≤ j ≤ R. Then (3.12) is

(
Npn
|y|ν2 . . . |y|νR
tb1
)−δ′ R∏
j=T+1
(|y|νj tbj)−2δ′ .
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Then the contribution to (3.11) is

∑
n≥−N0
(Np)−nδ
′
∫ 1
0
tσ−δ
′b1−2δ′
∑R
j=T+1 bj
dt
t
·
∫
U1×
∏T
j=2Dj×
∏R
j=T+1 Ej
T∏
j=2
|y|δ′νj
R∏
j=T+1
|y|−δ′νj d×u1d×y2 . . . d×yR,
which is finite given that σ > δ′
(
b1 + 2
∑R
j=T+1 bj
)
.
Next look at
∫∞
1
. Let A′ > 0 be arbitrary and suppose that yj ∈ Dj for 2 ≤ j ≤ T
and that yj ∈ Ej for T + 1 ≤ j ≤ R. Then (3.12) is

(
Npn
|y|ν2 . . . |y|νR
tb1
)−A′ R∏
j=T+1
(|y|νj tbj)−A′− .
Then the contribution to (3.11) is

∑
n≥−N0
(Np)−nA
′
∫ ∞
1
tσ−A
′b1−(A′+)
∑R
j=T+1 bj
dt
t
·
∫
U1×
∏T
j=2Dj×
∏R
j=T+1 Ej
T∏
j=2
|y|A′νj
R∏
j=T+1
|y|−νj d×u1d×y2 . . . d×yR,
which is finite given that σ < A′b1 +(A′+)
∑R
j=T+1 bj. Here we crucially use that fact
that all bj are positive reals, since all combinations of the bj may occur in general.
Finally, by making δ′ sufficiently small and A′ sufficiently large, we can ensure that
the condition δ < σ < A implies the two requirements on σ. This proves that absolute
convergence of (3.6) for σ > 0; the convergence is uniform in strips δ < σ < A for
arbitrary 0 < δ < A.
Now consider the integral over H1, namely∫
R+
∫
H1
ψ(ay) f ((y + c) τ(t)) χ0(y) t
s d×y d×t. (3.14)
Our goal is to show that this integral converges absolutely and uniformly on compacta
for σ > 1. We now set the constant C > 0 at the beginning of the proof to be
C = 2R
R∏
j=1
max (|c|νj , 1).
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By definition, if y ∈ H1 then yp′ ∈ p′Op′ for some p′ /∈ S. For every p /∈ S, the
properties (a) and (b) of S in Lemma 3.6.1 imply that fp = 1Op and that cp ∈ Op. If,
furthermore, t ∈ R+ and (y + c) τ(t) ∈ Supp(f), then y verifies the condition (c) of
Lemma 3.6.1 and hence |y∞| > C. By our choice of C, when y ∈ H1, there is a place
ν ∈ S∞ such that
|y∞|ν > 2|c∞|ν ,
which in turn implies that
|y∞ + c∞|ν  |y∞|ν . (3.15)
Proceeding exactly the same as above, we deduce that (3.14) converges absolutely
for σ > 1; the convergence is uniform in strips 1 + δ < σ < A for arbitrary 0 < δ <
A− 1. Again the positivity assumption on the norm section, namely bj > 0 for every
1 ≤ j ≤ R is used here.
On combining the absolute convergence of (3.14) and (3.6), we conclude the abso-
lute convergence of Zτ,a,c(f, χ0, s) for Re(s) > 1, provided that c and f is compatible.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.5.1.
3.7 Analytic continuation and functional equation
In this section we prove the analytic continuation and the functional equation of the
global zeta integral Zτ,a,c(f, χ). In Section 3.6, the global zeta integral Zτ,a,c(f, χ)
is shown to converge absolutely for Re(χ) > 1. To establish analytic continuation
and functional equation, we follow the adelic analysis framework which was first
introduced in Tate’s Thesis. The origin of Tate’s approach traced back to Riemann’s
second proof of the analytic continuation and functional equation of the Riemann’s
zeta function.
Definition 3.7.1. Suppose that F ⊂ AK is a fundamental domain for the additive
action of K on AK . Let Z(AK) denote the class of functions f : AK → C which
satisfy the following conditions:
(i) f(x) and fˆ(x) are continuous and are in L1(AK);
(ii)
∑
ξ∈K f(x+ ξ) and
∑
ξ∈K fˆ(x+ ξ) are absolutely and uniformly convergent for
x ∈ F ;
Note that any Schwartz-Bruhat function f ∈ S(AK) is also in Z(AK). The main
tool that we need in proving analytic continuation and functional equation is the
following result of Tate.
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Proposition 3.7.2. (Tate’s adelic Poisson summation formula [5, p. 333]) If f ∈
Z(AK) and x ∈ A×K, then ∑
ξ∈K
f(ξx) =
1
|x|
∑
ξ∈K
fˆ(ξ/x).
The following preparatory lemma computes a Fourier transform.
Lemma 3.7.3. Suppose that ψ : AK/K → C× is a character and that d+x is a
Haar measure on AK. Suppose further that τ : R+ → A×K is a norm section and that
(a, c) ∈ A2K. If f is a Schwartz-Bruhat function on AK and t ∈ R+, then the Fourier
transforms of f and of the function
gt(x) = ψ(ax) f ((x+ c) τ(t))
are related by
gˆt(x) =
1
t
ψ (−c(x+ a)) fˆ
(
x+ a
τ(t)
)
,
where the Fourier transforms are taken with respect to ψ and d+x.
Proof. The Fourier transform gˆ can be computed in three steps. First, if f1(x) =
f(x τ(t)), then
fˆ1(y) =
∫
AK
f (x τ(t)) ψ(xy) d+x =
1
t
fˆ
(
y
τ(t)
)
.
Secondly, if f2(x) = f1(x+ c) = f ((x+ c) τ(t)), then
fˆ2(y) =
∫
AK
f1(x+ c)ψ(xy) d+x = ψ(−cy)fˆ1(y).
Thirdly, since gt(x) = ψ(ax) f2(x) = ψ(ax) f ((x+ c) τ(t)), it follows that
gˆt(y) =
∫
AK
ψ(ax) f2(x)ψ(xy) d+x = fˆ2(a+ y).
Thus gˆt(x) =
1
t
ψ (−c(x+ a)) fˆ
(
x+a
τ(t)
)
.
We are in a position to establish the analytic continuation of Zτ,a,c(f, χ) and
compute its poles and residues.
Proof of Theorem 3.5.2. Let χ0 be a character of C
1
K . By Remark 3.4.4, we view the
restriction of the zeta integral Zτ,a,c(f, ·) to the connected component XK,χ0 of XK as
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the function
s 7→ Zτ,a,c(f, χ0, s) =
∫
R+
∫
A1K
ψ(ay) f ((y + c) τ(t)) χ0(y) t
s d×y d×t. (3.16)
Following Riemann, let us rewrite (3.16) as
∫
R+ =
∫∞
1
+
∫ 1
0
. Set
Z+τ,a,c(f, χ0, s) =
∫ ∞
1
∫
A1K
ψ(ay) f ((y + c) τ(t)) χ0(y) t
s d×y d×t (3.17)
Z−τ,a,c(f, χ0, s) =
∫ 1
0
∫
A1K
ψ(ay) f ((y + c) τ(t)) χ0(y) t
s d×y d×t. (3.18)
On the one hand, the zeta integral Z+τ,a,c(f, χ0, s) converges absolutely and defines
an entire function of s. This can be shown similarly to the proof of Theorem 3.5.1.
On the other hand
Z−τ,a,c(f, χ0, s) =
∫ 1
0
{∫
A1K
ψ(ay) f ((y + c) τ(t)) χ0(y) d
×y
}
tsd×t
=
∫ 1
0

∫
A1K/K×
∑
ξ∈K×
ψ(aξy) f ((ξy + c) τ(t)) χ0(y) d
×y˙
 tsd×t
=
∫ 1
0

∫
A1K/K×
∑
ξ∈K×
gt(ξy)χ0(y) d
×y˙
 tsd×t
where gt(y) = ψ(ay)f ((y + c) τ(t)). Put
M =
∫ 1
0

∫
A1K/K×
∑
ξ∈K×
gˆt(ξ/y)χ0(y) d
×y˙
 tsd×t
U =
∫ 1
0
{∫
A1K/K×
gˆt(0)χ0(y) d
×y˙
}
tsd×t
V =
∫ 1
0
{∫
A1K/K×
gt(0)χ0(y) d
×y˙
}
tsd×t.
It follows from Proposition 3.7.2 that
Z−τ,a,c(f, χ0, s) = M + U − V. (3.19)
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We proceed to compute M , U and V . First, by Proposition 3.7.3 we have
gˆt(ξ/y) =
1
t
ψ (−c(a+ ξ/y)) fˆ
(
a+ ξ/y
τ(t)
)
=
1
t
ψ(−ac)ψ (−cξy−1) fˆ (a+ ξy−1
τ(t)
)
.
It follows that
M = ψ(−ac)
∫ 1
0

∫
A1K/K×
∑
ξ∈K×
ψ
(−cξy−1) fˆ (a+ ξy−1
τ(t)
)
χ0(y) d
×y˙
 ts−1d×t
= ψ(−ac)
∫ 1
0

∫
A1K/K×
∑
ξ∈K×
ψ (−cξy1) fˆ
(
a+ ξy1
τ(t)
)
χ−10 (y1) d
×y˙1
 ts−1d×t
= ψ(−ac)
∫ ∞
1
{∫
A1K/K×
∑
ξ∈K×
ψ (−cξy1) fˆ ((a+ ξy1) τ(t))χ−10 (y1) d×y˙1
}
t1−sd×t
= ψ(−ac) Z+τ,−c,a(fˆ , χ−10 , 1− s). (3.20)
Thus M extends to an entire function of s.
Secondly, observe that both U and V vanish unless χ is unramified. Put vK =∫
A1K/K×
1dy˙. If χ is unramified, by Proposition 3.7.3 we have
U = ψ(−ac) vK
∫ 1
0
fˆ (a/τ(t)) ts−1d×t (3.21)
V = vK
∫ 1
0
f (c τ(t)) tsd×t. (3.22)
Since the infinity components f∞ and fˆ∞ are Schwartz function, it is clear that both
U and V define holomorphic functions for σ > 1 and have meromorphic continuation
to s ∈ C.
On combining (3.19), (3.20), (3.21) and (3.22), we deduce that
Zτ,a,c(f, χ0, s) = Z
+
τ,a,c(f, χ0, s) + ψ(−ac) Z+τ,−c,a(fˆ , χ−10 , 1− s) + U − V.
Moreover, both Z+τ,a,c(f, χ0, s) and Z
+
τ,−c,a(fˆ , χ
−1
0 , 1 − s) are entire functions of s,
whereas both U and V extend to a meromorphic function of s ∈ C. This shows
the meromorphic continuation of Zτ,a,c(f, χ0, s). The preceeding argument also shows
that, if χ is unramified, then U = V = 0 and hence Zτ,a,c(f, χ0, s) extends to an
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entire function of s. If χ is ramified, then Zτ,a,c(f, χ0, s)−U +V extends to an entire
function of s. The proof of (ii) and (iii) is complete.
We now show the functional equation of Zτ,a,c(f, χ0, s).
Proof of Theorem 3.5.3. Observe first that, on putting f τ (x) = f(−x), we see that
Z+τ,−a,−c(f
τ , χ0, s) = Z
+
τ,a,c(f, χ0, s). (3.23)
In fact, by (3.17) and by the triviality of χ0 on K
×,
Z+τ,−a,−c(f
τ , χ0, s) =
∫ ∞
1
∫
A1K
ψ(−ay) f τ ((y − c) τ(t)) χ0(y) ts d×y d×t
=
∫ ∞
1
∫
A1K
ψ(−ay) f ((c− y) τ(t)) χ0(y) ts d×y d×t
=
∫ ∞
1
∫
A1K
ψ(ay1) f ((c+ y1) τ(t)) χ0(y1) t
s d×y1 d×t
= Z+τ,a,c(f, χ0, s).
We consider two cases:
(a) Assume χ is unramified. It follows from (3.19), (3.20), (3.21) and (3.22) that
Zτ,a,c(f, χ0, s) = Z
+
τ,a,c(f, χ0, s) + ψ(−ac) Z+τ,−c,a(fˆ , χ−10 , 1− s)
+ ψ(−ac) vK
∫ 1
0
fˆ (a/τ(t)) ts−1 d×t− vK
∫ 1
0
f (c τ(t)) ts d×t.
(3.24)
This expression of Zτ,a,c(f, χ0, s) exhibits the symmetry
f ↔ fˆ
χ = (χ0, s)↔ χ′ = (χ−10 , 1− s)
(a, c)↔ (−c, a).
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More precisely, (3.24) together with (3.23) and the fact that
ˆˆ
f = f τ yield
Zτ,−c,a(fˆ , χ−10 , 1− s)
= Z+τ,−c,a(fˆ , χ
−1
0 , 1− s) + ψ(ac) Z+τ,−a,−c(f τ , χ0, s)
+ ψ(ac) vK
∫ 1
0
fˆ (−c/τ(t)) ts−1 d×t− vK
∫ 1
0
f (a τ(t)) ts d×t
= Z+τ,−c,a(fˆ , χ
−1
0 , 1− s) + ψ(ac) Z+τ,a,c(f, χ0, s)
+ ψ(ac) vK
∫ ∞
1
fˆ (−c τ(t)) t1−s d×t− vK
∫ ∞
1
f (a/τ(t)) t−s d×t. (3.25)
It follows from (3.24) and (3.25) that
1
vK
(
Zτ,a,c(f, χ0, s)− ψ(−ac) Zτ,−c,a(fˆ , χ−10 , 1− s)
)
= ψ(−ac)
∫ ∞
0
fˆ (a/τ(t)) ts−1 d×t−
∫ ∞
0
f (c τ(t)) ts d×t.
Thus
Zτ,a,c(f, χ0, s) + vK
∫ ∞
0
f (c τ(t)) ts d×t
= ψ(−ac)
(
Zτ,−c,a(fˆ , χ−10 , 1− s) + vK
∫ ∞
0
fˆ (a/τ(t)) ts−1 d×t
)
.
By definition, the first member is Z˜τ,a,c(f, χ), and second member is Z˜τ,−c,a(fˆ , χ′).
This proves the functional equation (3.4) when χ is unramified.
(b) Assume χ is ramified. It follows from (3.19), (3.20), and the vanishing of both
U and V that
Zτ,a,c(f, χ0, s) = Z
+
τ,a,c(f, χ0, s) + ψ(−ac) Z+τ,−c,a(fˆ , χ−10 , 1− s). (3.26)
This expression of Zτ,a,c(f, χ0, s) exhibits the symmetry
f ↔ fˆ
χ = (χ0, s)↔ χ′ = (χ−10 , 1− s)
(a, c)↔ (−c, a).
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More precisely, (3.26) together with (3.23) and the fact that
ˆˆ
f = f τ yield
Zτ,−c,a(fˆ , χ−10 , 1− s)
= Z+τ,−c,a(fˆ , χ
−1
0 , 1− s) + ψ(ac) Z+τ,−a,−c(f τ , χ0, s)
= Z+τ,−c,a(fˆ , χ
−1
0 , 1− s) + ψ(ac) Z+τ,a,c(f, χ0, s). (3.27)
Therefore, by (3.26) and (3.27),
Zτ,a,c(f, χ0, s) = ψ(−ac) Zτ,−c,a(fˆ , χ−10 , 1− s).
This proves the functional equation when χ is ramified. The proof of the func-
tional equation of global zeta integrals is now completed.
3.8 Example: the case K = Q
The purpose of this section is to show that global Lerch-Tate zeta integrals for Q can
be specialized to give Lerch zeta function.
Observe that there is a unique norm section τ : R+ → A×Q because each norm
section R+ → A×Q has image in the archimedean component and Q has only one
infinite place.
We choose adelic Haar measures as follows:
• the Haar measure d+xp on Qp provides Zp with unit volume;
• the Haar measure d×xp on Q×p provides Z×p with unit volume;
• the measure d+x∞ on R is the Lebesgue measure;
• on R× take d×x∞ = d+x∞|x∞| ;
• for AQ set d+x =
∏
ν d+xν ;
• for A×Q set d×x =
∏
ν d
×xν . Since the inclusion of Zˆ× in A×Q induces an isomor-
phism Zˆ× ∼−→ C1Q, it follows that
vQ = d
×x (C1Q) = 1.
We choose the additive character ψ : AQ → C× as follows:
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• set ψp : Qp → C× by ψp(xp) = e ({xp}p);
• set ψ∞ : R→ C× by ψ∞(x∞) = e(−x∞);
• define ψ : AQ → C× by ψ(x) =
∏
ν ψν(xν) for x = ⊗νxν ∈ AQ.
We give the symmetrized Lerch zeta functions as examples of global Lerch-Tate
zeta integrals:
Proposition 3.8.1. Suppose that a = ⊗νaν ∈ AQ and c = ⊗νcν ∈ AQ satisfy
(a) ap = cp = 0 for every p;
(b) a∞ ∈ R− Z and c∞ ∈ R− Z.
One has:
(i) if f0 = ⊗p1Zp ⊗ e−pix2∞ and χs = | · |s, then for Re(s) > 1
Zτ,a,c(f0, χs) =
1
2
pi−
s
2Γ
(s
2
) ∞∑
m=−∞
m6=0
1
|m+ c∞|s e(−ma∞); (3.28)
(ii) if f1 = ⊗p<∞1Zp ⊗ x∞e−pix2∞ and χs = | · |s, then for Re(s) > 1
Zτ,a,c(f1, χs) =
1
2
pi−
s+1
2 Γ
(
s+ 1
2
) ∞∑
m=−∞
m6=0
(m+ c∞)
|m+ c∞|s+1 e(−ma∞). (3.29)
Remark 3.8.2. In Proposition 3.8.1, the hypothesis (b) encodes compatibility condi-
tion for the test functions f0 and f1. The values c ∈ AK with c∞ ∈ Z \ {0} are
incompatible with f0 and f1; the values a ∈ AK with a∞ ∈ Z \ {0} are incompatible
with fˆ0 and fˆ1. However, the values c ∈ AK with c∞ = 0 are compatible with f0 and
f1; the values a ∈ AK with a∞ = 0 are compatible with fˆ0 and fˆ1.
Proof of Proposition 3.8.1. A fundamental domain for the action ofQ× on A1Q is given
by {1} × Zˆ× = {1} ×∏p Z×p ⊂ A×Q. If f0 = ⊗p1Zp ⊗ e−pix2∞ and χs = | · |s, then
Zτ,a,c(f0, χs) =
∫
R+
∫
A1Q
ψ(ay) f0 ((y + c) τ(t)) χ0(y) t
s d×y d×t
=
∫
R+
∑
β∈Q×
∫
{1}×Zˆ×
ψ(aβy) f0 ((βy + c) τ(t)) χ0(y) d
×y
 ts d×t.
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Since f0 ((βy + c) τ(t)) = e
−pi(β+c∞)2t2 ∏
p 1Zp(βyp), it follows that f0 ((βy + c) τ(t)) =
0 unless β is an integer. If β is an integer and y ∈ {1} × Zˆ×, then by assumptions
ψ(aβy) = e(−βa∞)
f0 ((βy + c) τ(t)) = e
−pi(β+c∞)2t2 .
Therefore
Zτ,a,c(f0, χs) =
∫
R+
∑
m∈Z\{0}
e(−ma∞) e−pi(m+c∞)2t2 ts d×t
=
1
2
∑
m∈Z\{0}
e(−ma∞)
∫ ∞
0
e−u
(
u
pi |m+ c∞|2
)s/2
d×u
=
1
2
pi−
s
2Γ
(s
2
) ∑
m∈Z\{0}
1
|m+ c∞|s e(−ma∞).
This proves (i).
On the other hand, if f1 = ⊗p1Zp ⊗ x∞ e−pix2∞ and χs = | · |s, then
Zτ,a,c(f1, χs) =
∫
R+
∫
A1Q
ψ(ay) f1 ((y + c) τ(t)) χ0(y) t
s d×y d×t
=
∫
R+
∑
β∈Q×
∫
{1}×Zˆ×
ψ(aβy) f1 ((βy + c) τ(t)) χ0(y) d
×y
 ts d×t.
Since f1 ((βy + c) τ(t)) = (β + c∞) t e−pi(β+c∞)
2t2
∏
p 1Zp(βyp), it follows that
f1 ((βy + c) τ(t)) = 0
unless β is an integer. If β is an integer and y ∈ {1} × Zˆ×, then by assumptions
ψ(aβy) = e(−βa∞)
f1 ((βy + c) τ(t)) = (β + c∞) t e−pi(β+c∞)
2t2 .
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Therefore
Zτ,a,c(f1, χs) =
∫
R+
∑
m∈Z\{0}
e(−ma∞) (m+ c∞) e−pi(m+c∞)2t2 ts+1 d×t
=
1
2
∑
m∈Z\{0}
e(−ma∞) (m+ c∞)
∫ ∞
0
e−u
(
u
pi |m+ c∞|2
) s+1
2
d×u
=
1
2
pi−
s+1
2 Γ
(
s+ 1
2
) ∑
m∈Z\{0}
m+ c∞
|m+ c∞|s+1 e(−ma∞).
This proves (ii).
Remark 3.8.3. In the notation of Section 1.2, we have
Zτ,a,c(f0, χs) =
1
2
pi−
s
2Γ
(s
2
) (
L+(s,−a∞, c∞)− |c∞|−s
)
Zτ,a,c(f1, χs) =
1
2
pi−
s+1
2 Γ
(
s+ 1
2
)(
L−(s,−a∞, c∞)− sgn(c∞) |c∞|−s
)
.
The functional equations of global zeta integrals translate to the functional equa-
tions of the symmetrized Lerch zeta functions. In fact, on setting u = c2∞t
2,∫ ∞
0
f0(c τ(t))χs(τ(t)) d
×t =
∫ ∞
0
e−pic
2∞t2 ts d×t
=
∫ ∞
0
e−piu u
s
2 |c∞|−s d×t
=
1
2
pi−
s
2Γ
(s
2
)
|c∞|−s.
Similarly, on setting u = c2∞t
2,∫ ∞
0
f1(c τ(t))χs(τ(t)) d
×t =
1
2
pi−
s+1
2 Γ
(
s+ 1
2
)
c∞
|c∞|s .
Since vQ = 1 and χs = | · |s is unramified, it follows that
Z˜τ,a,c(f0, χs) = Zτ,a,c(f0, χs) + vQ
∫ ∞
0
f0(c τ(t))χs(τ(t)) d
×t
=
1
2
pi−
s
2Γ
(s
2
)
L+(s,−a∞, c∞)
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and that
Z˜τ,a,c(f1, χs) = Zτ,a,c(f1, χs) + vQ
∫ ∞
0
f1(c τ(t))χs(τ(t)) d
×t
=
1
2
pi−
s
2Γ
(s
2
)
L−(s,−a∞, c∞).
Theorems 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 apply to give the analytic continuation and functional equa-
tion for L+(s,−a∞, c∞) and L−(s,−a∞, c∞).
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Chapter 4
Global zeta integrals over function fields
4.1 Overview of the chapter
The current chapter aims to provide a function field analogue of the Lerch zeta func-
tion. This analogue is produced in Sections 4.2 and 4.5.
• Section 4.2 applies the ideas of Chapter 3 to construct global Lerch-Tate zeta
integrals over a function field of a curve over finite field.
• The analytic properties of global function field Lerch-Tate zeta integrals are
formulated in Section 4.5 as Theorem 4.5.1, Theorem 4.5.2 and Theorem 4.5.3.
• Section 4.6 is devoted to the proofs of Theorems 4.5.1, 4.5.2 and 4.5.3.
4.2 Notations and basic definitions
Fix a smooth projective geometrically connected curve C over a finite field k = Fq.
Let K = k(C) be the function field of C and |C| the set of closed points of C. For
each v ∈ |C|, let Ov denote the completed local ring at ν with fraction field Kv and
residue field kv of cardinality qv = q
dv . Let Jac (C) be the Jacobian variety of C,
defined over k and parametrizing line bundles of degree 0.
Write AK for the ring of adeles and A×K for the ring of ideles. Write CK = A
×
K/K
×
for the idele class group and C1K = A1K/K× for the norm one idele class group. Let
| · | : A×K → R+ denote the standard norm map of A×K . Then | · | is trivial on K×
and induces a continuous homomorphism, also denoted by | · |, from CK to R+. One
knows that the image of | · | is N = qZ (see [40, Chapter VII]).
The space XK of all quasi-characters of CK has a natural structure of a complex
variety. Furthermore, considered as a complex analytic variety, XK is a disjoint
union of connected components, each of which can be non-canonically identified with
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C / 2pii
log q
Z. All quasi-characters of CK which have the same restriction to C1K belong
to the same connected component. We set some notations to specify the connected
components of XK more conveniently.
Definition 4.2.1. If χ0 is a character of C
1
K , set
XK,χ0 = {χ ∈ XK : χ|C1K = χ0}. (4.1)
In particular, if χ0,nr is the trivial character on C
1
K , then XK,χ0,nr is the neutral
component consisting of those quasi-characters of CK which have trivial restriction
to C1K ; we write XK,nr for this neutral component.
Remark 4.2.2. There are non-canonical isomorphisms from C / 2pii
log q
Z onto XK,χ0 . If
χ˜0 : CK → C× is an extension of χ0, then the map which sends a complex number s
to the quasi-character χ(x) = χ˜0(x) |x|s induces an isomorphism from C / 2piilog q Z onto
XK,χ0 .
The standard notions of adelic Fourier transform and of self-dual measure for
function field are the same as that for number field.
Definition 4.2.3. Suppose that ψ : AK → C× is a nontrivial character and that
d+x is a Haar measure on AK . If f is a Schwartz-Bruhat function on AK , define the
Fourier transform of f with respect to ψ and d+x to be the function
fˆ(y) =
∫
AK
f(x)ψ(xy) d+x (y ∈ AK). (4.2)
The Fourier transform fˆ is also a Schwartz-Bruhat function on AK .
Definition 4.2.4. For every nontrivial character ψ of AK , there exists a unique Haar
measure d+x on AK such that, for all Schwartz-Bruhat functions f on AK , one has
ˆˆ
f(x) = f(−x). This Haar measure d+x is called the self-dual measure with respect to
ψ.
4.3 Global norm sections
Let | · | : A×K → N = qZ ⊂ R+ denote the standard norm map of A×K . Then | · | is
trivial on K× and induces a continuous homomorphism, also denoted by | · |, from
CK to N.
We proceed to give preliminary notions of norm section and global Lerch tuple.
They are main ingredients in the definition of global zeta integrals over a function
field.
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Definition 4.3.1. A group homomorphism τ : N → A×K is called a norm section if
| · | ◦ τ = idN.
Remark 4.3.2. Since N = qZ is cyclic, every norm section τ gives rise to a divisor of
degree one on the curve C, namely the divisor of the idele τ(q−1) ∈ A×K .
Definition 4.3.3. A norm section τ : N→ A×K is said to be positive if the support of
the divisor of the idele τ(q−1) consists of a singular point. Equivalently, τ is positive
if there is an Fq-rational point, say ∞ ∈ |C|, such that τ(q−1) = ⊗P∈|C|xP with
xP ∈ O×P for every P ∈ |C| \ {∞}.
Remark 4.3.4. There exists a positive norm section τ : N→ A×K if and only if C has
an Fq-rational point.
Lemma 4.3.5. A choice of a positive norm section then corresponds to a choice of
an Fq-rational point, say ∞, a choice of a uniformizing parameter at that point, say
pi∞ ∈ K∞, and a choice of unit uP ∈ O×P for every P ∈ |C| \ {∞}. We say that τ is
supported at ∞ and is given by τ(q−1) = ⊗P∈|C|\{∞}xP ⊗ pi∞.
Proof. By definition τ(q−1) = ⊗P∈|C|xP has xP = uP ∈ O×P for every P ∈ |C| \ {∞}.
For τ to be a norm section, x∞ ∈ K∞ must be a uniformizer. The lemma is shown.
4.4 Global Lerch-Tate zeta integrals over a function field
Definition 4.4.1. A global Lerch tuple is a triple (τ, a, c) consisting of a positive
norm section τ and a pair of adeles (a, c) ∈ A2K .
Definition 4.4.2. (Global Lerch-Tate zeta integral) Suppose that (τ, a, c) is a global
Lerch tuple. If f is a Schwartz-Bruhat function on AK and χ is a quasi-character of
CK , define the global Lerch-Tate zeta integral
Zτ,a,c(f, χ) =
∫
A×K
ψ
(
ax
τ(|x|)
)
f (x+ c τ(|x|)) χ(x) d×x. (4.3)
Remark 4.4.3. One gains a better understanding of the global zeta integral Zτ,a,c(f, χ)
with the following two observations. First, a norm section τ induces a splitting
A×K = A1K×qZ. Secondly, every quasi-character of A×K is determined by its restrictions
to A1K and its value on τ(q−1).
Suppose that a norm section τ is given. Then every x ∈ A×K can be written
uniquely as x = tmy where t = τ(q−1), m ∈ Z and y ∈ A1K . If χ is a quasi-character of
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CK , write χ0 for its restriction to C
1
K . By Definition 4.2.1, χ belongs to the connected
component XK,χ0 of XK . There is an isomorphism C / 2piilog q Z
∼−→ XK,χ0 which sends
a complex number s modulo 2pii
log q
Z to the quasi-character χ(x) = χ0
(
x
τ(|x|)
)
|x|s =
χ0(y) q
−ms. Via this isomorphism, the restriction of Zτ,a,c(f, ·) to XK,χ0 becomes a
function of s; write Zτ,a,c(f, χ0, s) for this function. By (4.3) we have
Zτ,a,c(f, χ0, s) =
∞∑
m=−∞
∫
A1K
ψ(ay) f ((y + c) tm) χ0(y) q
−ms d×y.
The following definition is a technical condition that we need in order to show
the analytic properties of global zeta integrals. It will be used to exclude, for each
Schwartz-Bruhat function f on AK , a singular set of (a, c) in A2K to ensure that the
global zeta integrals are absolutely convergent and satisfy functional equation.
Definition 4.4.4. (i) Suppose that α = ⊗P∈|C|αP ∈ AK . The singular degree of
αP is the biggest integer nP such that OP ⊂ mnPP and that αP ∈ mnPP . The
singular degree of α is the sum
∑
P∈|C| nP where each nP is the singular degree
of αP .
(ii) Suppose that f = ⊗P∈|C|fP is a factorizable Schwartz-Bruhat function on AK .
The singular degre of fP is the biggest integer nP such that OP ⊂ mnPP and that
Supp(fP ) ⊂ mnPP . The singular degree of f is the sum
∑
P∈|C| nP where each
nP is the singular degree of fP .
(iii) Suppose that f is a Schwartz-Bruhat function on AK . Suppose further that
f =
∑r
j=1 fj where each fj is a factorizable Schwartz-Bruhat function on AK .
The singular degree of f with respect to the decomposition f =
∑r
j=1 fj is the
sum
∑r
j=1 nj where each nj is the singular degree of fj. The singular degree
of f is the biggest singular degree of f with respect to all the decompositions
f =
∑r
j=1 fj into factorizable functions.
(iv) Suppose that α ∈ AK and that f is a Schwartz-Bruhat function on AK . Let
nα (resp. nf ) be the singular degree of α (resp. f); put nα,f = max(nα, nf ).
Suppose further that C has an Fq-rational point ∞ and let val∞ : K∞ →
Z∪{∞} be the normalized valuation which takes value one on any uniformizing
paramter. We say α and f are compatible at the point ∞ if val∞(c∞) > |nα,f |.
Note that all of the singular degrees in Definition 4.4.4 are non-positive integers.
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4.5 The Main Global Theorem over a function field
In this section, we formulate the analytic properties of the global Lerch-Tate zeta
integrals over a function field as 3 theorems: Theorem 4.5.1, Theorem 4.5.2 and
Theorem 4.5.3. Their combination gives Theorem 1.5.4 which we call the Main Global
Theorem over a function field.
Let C be a smooth geometrically connected projective curve over a finite field
k = Fq; suppose that C has an Fq-rational point ∞. Let K = K(C) be the function
field of C. Take for AK the self-dual measure d+x with respect to ψ and take for A×K
any Haar measure d×x. Put vK = d×x˙ (C1K) where d
×x˙ is induced by d×x.
For a Schwartz-Bruhat function f on AK , let fˆ denote the Fourier transform of
f with respect to ψ and d+x. For a quasi-character χ on CK , let χ
′ denote the
quasi-character given by χχ′ = | · |.
Theorem 4.5.1. (Absolute convergence) Let (τ, a, c) be a global Lerch tuple and ψ
be an additive character of AK with trivial restriction to K. Let f be a Schwartz-
Bruhat function on AK and fˆ be the Fourier transform of f with respect to ψ and
d+x. Suppose that τ is supported at the given Fq-rational point ∞ of C. Suppose
further that c is compatible with f at ∞. Then on each connected component of XK,
the zeta integral Zτ,a,c(f, χ) converges absolutely for Re(χ) > 1.
Note that the absolute convergence theorem imposes a compatibility condition on
f and the variable c ∈ AK .
Theorem 4.5.2. (Analytic continuation) Let (τ, a, c) be a global Lerch tuple and ψ
be an additive character of AK with trivial restriction to K. Let f be a Schwartz-
Bruhat function on AK and fˆ be the Fourier transform of f with respect to ψ and
d+x. Suppose that τ is supported at the given Fq-rational point ∞ of C. Suppose
further that c is compatible with f at ∞ and that a is compatible with fˆ at ∞.
(i) The zeta integral Zτ,a,c(f, χ) extends to a meromorphic function on XK.
(ii) The meromorphic function Zτ,a,c(f, χ) is holomorphic outside of the unramified
component. On the unramified component, Zτ,a,c(f, χ) has at most simple poles
at χ = | · | and χ = χtriv. Observe that each of the two sums∑
n>0
fˆ (a τ(qn))χ′(τ(qn)) and
∑
n<0
f (c τ(qn)) χ(τ(qn))
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converges for Re(χ) > 0 and has a meromorphic continuation to χ ∈ XK. Then
the function
Zτ,a,c(f, χ)− ψ(−ac) vK
∑
n>0
fˆ (a τ(qn))χ′(τ(qn)) + vK
∑
n<0
f (c τ(qn)) χ(τ(qn))
extends to a holomorphic function on the unramified component of XK.
Note that the analytic continuation theorem imposes the compatibility condition
on a ∈ AK with fˆ and the the compatibility condition on c ∈ AK with f .
Theorem 4.5.3. (Functional equation) Let (τ, a, c) be a global Lerch tuple and ψ be
an additive character of AK with trivial restriction to K. Let f be a Schwartz-Bruhat
function on AK and fˆ be the Fourier transform of f with respect to ψ and d+x.
Suppose that τ is supported at the given Fq-rational point ∞ of C. Suppose further
that c is compatible with f at ∞ and that a is compatible with fˆ at ∞.
(i) The integral
S1(f, χ) =
−1∑
m=−∞
f (c τ(qm)) χ(τ(qm))
converges absolutely for Re(χ) > 0 and extends to a meromorphic function of
χ ∈ XK; we denote this meromorphic function also by S1(f, χ). The integral
S2(f, χ) =
∞∑
m=0
f (c τ(qm)) χ(τ(qm))
converges absolutely for Re(χ) < 0 and extends to a meromorphic function of
χ ∈ XK; we denote this meromorphic function also by S2(f, χ).
(ii) Set
Z˜τ,a,c(f, χ) =
Zτ,a,c(f, χ) + vK (S1(f, χ) + S2(f, χ)) if χ is unramifiedZτ,a,c(f, χ) if χ is ramified.
One has
Z˜τ,a,c(f, χ) = ψ(−ac) Z˜τ,−c,a(fˆ , χ′).
4.6 Analytic properties of global zeta integrals
In this section we prove the analytic properties the global zeta integral Zτ,a,c(f, χ).
We briefly recall some notations. Let (τ, a, c) be a global Lerch tuple and f be a
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Schwartz-Bruhat function on AK . The positive norm section τ is given by
τ(q−1) = ⊗P∈|C|\{∞}uP ⊗ pi∞
where pi∞ ∈ K∞ is a uniformizing parameter at the given Fq-rational point ∞ ∈
|C| and uP ∈ O×P for every P ∈ |C| \ {∞}. Note also that τ induces a splitting
A×K = A1K × qZ. If χ is a quasi-character of CK with restriction χ0 to C1K , then χ
belongs to the connected component XK,χ0 of XK . There is an isomorphism from
C / 2pii
log q
Z ∼−→ XK,χ0 which sends a complex number s modulo 2piilog q Z to the quasi-
character χ(x) = χ0
(
x
τ(|x|)
)
|x|s. Via this isomorphism, we view the restriction of
Zτ,a,c(f, ·) to XK,χ0 as the function
s 7→ Zτ,a,c(f, χ0, s) =
∞∑
m=−∞
∫
A1K
ψ(ay) f
(
(y + c) τ(q−m)
)
χ0(y) q
−ms d×y. (4.4)
Let N0 be a sufficiently large integer so that Supp(fν) ⊂ p−N0ν Oν and that cν ∈
p−N0ν Oν for every place ν.
The following preparatory lemma is an analogue of Lemma 3.6.1.
Lemma 4.6.1. Suppose that f = ⊗P∈|C| ⊗ fP is a Schwartz-Bruhat function on AK
and that c ∈ AK. Suppose further that D > 0 is an arbitrary positive real. Then there
exists a finite set S of places of K which includes all places in D and which satisfies
three properties:
(a) for every ν /∈ S, one has fν = 1Oν ;
(b) for every ν /∈ S, one has cν ∈ Oν;
(c) if y ∈ A1K with yν + cν ∈ Supp(fν) for every ν and yν′ ∈ pν′Oν′ for some ν ′ /∈ S,
then
|y∞| > D.
Proof. Since f is a Schwartz-Bruhat function and c ∈ AK , there is a finite set S
of places which includes all places in D and satisfies (a) and (b). Then the set
S can be enlarged, if necessary, to another finite set S ′ so that, if ν ′ /∈ S ′, then
Nν ′ > D
∏
ν∈S−{∞}(Nν)
N0 . This is possible because there are only finitely many
points on the curve C with bounded degrees. It is clear that the set S ′ necessarily
satisfies (a) and (b).
Suppose now that y ∈ A1K with yν+cν ∈ Supp(fν) for every ν /∈ D and yν′ ∈ pν′Oν′
for some ν ′ /∈ S ′. Hence |yν′ | ≤ 1Nν′ . By definition N0 is a sufficiently large integer so
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that Supp(fν) ⊂ p−N0ν Oν and that cν ∈ p−N0ν Oν for every ν. In particular, at every
place ν ∈ S, yν ∈ p−N0ν Oν and hence |yν | ≤ (Nν)N0 ; whereas at every place ν /∈ S,
yν ∈ Oν and hence |yν | ≤ 1. It follows that
|y∞| = 1∏
ν 6=∞ |yν |
≥ 1|yν′ |
∏
ν∈S−{∞} |yν |
≥ Nν
′∏
ν∈S−{∞} |yν |
≥ Nν
′∏
ν∈S−{∞}(Nν)
N0
> D.
Therefore the set S ′ satisfies the property (c), besides the properties (a) and (b)
that S ′ inherits from S. The existence of a finite set of places of K with the three
properties is thus verified.
We are in a position to prove the absolute convergence of Zτ,a,c(f, χ).
Proof of Theorem 4.5.1. Let D > 0 be a constant which depends on c ∈ AK and
which is to be chosen. Let S be a finite set of closed points on C which contains the
Fq-rational point∞ and which satisfies the three properties in Lemma 4.6.1. In (4.4),
we decompose the integral over A1K into the integrals over the two subsets
H1 = {y ∈ A1K : yP ′ ∈ mP ′ for some P ′ /∈ S}
H2 = {y ∈ A1K : yP ∈ O×P for all P /∈ S}.
By definition, H1 is a closed subset of A1K and H2 is an open subset of A1K .
Let us set some notations for the proof. Write
S = {∞} ∪ {Pj : 1 ≤ j ≤ r}.
Let dj denote the degree of the point Pj, so qj = q
dj is the size of the residue field
κPj = OPj/mPj . If y = ⊗P∈|C|yP ∈ A×K , write yfin = ⊗P∈|C|\{∞}yP . Put |y|Pj = |yPj |Pj .
For a point P ∈ |C| and a positive real A, put
K×P,|·|=A = {y ∈ K×P : |y| = A}.
Similarly, the sets K×P,|·|>A and K
×
P,|·|≤A have their obvious meanings. Recall also that
N = qZ ⊂ R+ is the image of the norm map | · | : A×K → R+ and that τ : N→ A×K is
given by
τ(q−1) = ⊗P∈|C|\{∞}uP ⊗ pi∞ ∈ A×K
with uP ∈ O×P for every P ∈ |C| \ {∞}.
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Consider the integral over H2, namely
∞∑
m=−∞
∫
H2
ψ(ay) f
(
(y + c) τ(q−m)
)
χ0(y) q
−ms d×y. (4.5)
Our goal is to show that this integral converges absolutely and uniformly on compacta
for σ > 0. We do this by carrying out a series of reductions. Note first that ψ and χ0
are unitary characters and that we may assume without loss of generality that each
component of f takes value in R≥0. The absolute convergence of (4.5) is reduced to
that of the integral
∞∑
m=−∞
∫
H2
f ((y + c) pim∞) q
−mσ d×y (4.6)
for σ > 0.
By the properties (a) and (b) of S given by Lemma 4.6.1, fP = 1OP and cP ∈ OP
for every P /∈ S. Recall that N0 is chosen as a sufficiently large integer so that
Supp(fP ) ⊂ m−N0P and that cP ∈ m−N0P for every P . It follows that
∞∑
m=−∞
∫
H2
f
(
(y + c) τ(q−m)
)
q−mσ d×y

∞∑
m=−∞
{∫
(
∏
Q∈S K
×
Q)∩A1K
f∞ ((y∞ + c∞) pim∞)
∏
P∈S
fP ((yP + cP )u
m
P )⊗Q∈Sd×yQ
}
q−mσ

∞∑
m=−∞
{∫
(
∏
P∈S\{∞}(K
×
P ∩m
−N0
P )×K×∞)∩A1K
f∞ ((y∞ + c∞) pim∞) ⊗Q∈Sd×yQ
}
q−mσ

∞∑
m=−∞

∑
(n1,...,nr)∈Zr
nj≥−N0
∫
K×
∞,|·|=∏r
j=1
q
nj
j
f∞ ((y∞ + c∞) pim∞) d
×y∞
 q−mσ.
The uniform boundedness of (4.6) now reduces to the uniform boundedness of
∑
(n1,...,nr)∈Zr
nj≥−N0
∞∑
m=−∞
q−mσ
∫
K×
∞,|·|=∏r
j=1
q
nj
j
f∞ ((y∞ + c∞)pim∞) d
×y∞ (δ < σ < A).
(4.7)
To simplify notation, assume that r = 1; the proof of convergence of (4.7) for
general r is the same. When r = 1, we have S = {∞, P1} and the integral (4.7)
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equals
∑
n≥−N0
∞∑
m=−∞
q−mσ
∫
K×∞,|·|=qn1
f∞ ((y∞ + c∞)pim∞) d
×y∞ (δ < σ < A). (4.8)
By the compatibility assumption of c and f , which is prescribed in Definition 4.4.4
(iv), we have
|c∞| < qn1 for every n ≥ −N0.
Since |y∞| = qn1 in (4.8), it follows that
|y∞ + c∞| = |y∞|. (4.9)
Since f∞ is a Schwartz-Bruhat function on K∞, it is apparent that (4.8) converges
absolutely for σ > 0. This proves the absolute convergence of (4.5) for σ > 0.
Now consider the integral over H1, namely
∞∑
m=−∞
∫
H1
ψ(ay) f
(
(y + c) τ(q−m)
)
χ0(y) q
−ms d×y. (4.10)
Our goal is to show that this integral converges absolutely for σ > 1. We now set the
constant D > 0 at the beginning of the proof to be
D = max (|c∞|, 1).
By definition, if y ∈ H1 then yP ′ ∈ m′P for some P ′ /∈ S. For every P /∈ S, the
properties (a) and (b) of S in Lemma 4.6.1 imply that fP = 1OP and that cP ∈ OP .
If, furthermore, yP + cP ∈ Supp(fP ), then y verifies the condition (c) of Lemma 4.6.1
and hence |y∞| > D. Hence |y∞| > |c∞|, and so
|y∞ + c∞| = |y∞|. (4.11)
Proceeding exactly the same as above, we deduce that (4.10) converges absolutely for
σ > 1.
On combining the absolute convergence of (4.10) and (4.5), we conclude the abso-
lute convergence of Zτ,a,c(f, χ0, s) for Re(s) > 1, provided that c and f are compatible
at ∞. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.5.3.
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The proofs of Theorems 4.5.2 and 4.5.3 are the same as that of Theorems 3.5.2
and 3.5.3 respectively.
4.7 Example: the case K = Fq(T )
The purpose of this section is to show that global function field Lerch-Tate zeta
integrals can be specialized to give an analogue of Lerch zeta function for the rational
function field Fq(T ) .
Let C denote the projective line P1Fq over the finite field Fq. Fix an algebraic
closure Fq of Fq and let C = C ×Fq Fq. Write K = K(C) for the function field of C,
namely the rational function field Fq(T ); so K(C) = Fq(T ) is the function field of C.
Every closed point P ∈ |C| corresponds either to an irreducible monic polynomial
in Fq[T ] or to the degree valuation for which 1T is a uniformizer. We say in the
former case that P is a finite closed point, and in the latter case that P = ∞ is the
closed point at infinity. Let KP denote the completion of K at P , OP its ring of
integers and mP the maximal ideal of OP . The residue field κP = OP/mP is a finite
extension of Fq. If tP is a uniformizing parameter at P , then KP = κP ((tP )), OP =
κP [[tP ]] and mP = (tP ). In particular, on putting pi∞ = 1T , we have K∞ = Fq((pi∞)),
O∞ = Fq[[pi∞]], m∞ = (pi∞) and κ∞ = Fq. Write |x|∞ = q−val∞(x) (x ∈ K∞) for the
normalized absolute value on K∞ for which |pi∞|∞ = 1q .
Now consider our projective line C = P1Fq . Let ψq be a nontrivial additive character
ψq : Fq → C×. Let ω denote the differential form ω = dT on P1Fq . For each closed
point P ∈ |C|, let ResP : Ω1K(C)P /κP → κP denote the κP -linear residue map at P .
Define the local additive character ψP : KP → C× by
ψP (xP ) = ψq
(
TrκP /Fq ResP (xPω)
)
(xP ∈ KP ).
Define the global additive character ψ : AK → C× by ψ = ⊗P∈|C|ψP . By definition
ψ(⊗P∈|C|xP ) =
∏
P∈|C|
ψP (xP ) =
∏
P∈|C|
ψq
(
TrκP /Fq ResP (xPω)
)
The following lemma follows immediately upon unwinding the definition of residue.
Lemma 4.7.1. (i) ψ has trivial restriction to K.
(ii) If f ∈ Fq[T ] and P ∈ |C| \ {∞}, then ψP (f) = 1.
(iii) If f =
∑
ν−∞ aνpi
ν
∞ ∈ K∞, then ψ∞(f) = ψ−1q (a1).
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We now define an analogue of the Lerch zeta function for the projective line
P1 = P1Fq .
Definition 4.7.2. Define the Lerch zeta function over P1 to be Dirichlet series
ζP1(s, a∞, c∞) =
∑
β∈Fq [T ]
ψ∞(βa∞)
|β + c∞|s∞
where a∞ ∈ K∞, c∞ ∈ K∞ −O∞, and s ∈ C.
Lemma 4.7.3. ζP1(s, a∞, c∞) converges uniformly absolutely on compact subsets of
<(s) > 1 and defines a holomorphic function on this right half-plane.
Proof. Put σ = <(s), so σ > 1. By assumption there exists a positive integer N such
that
c∞ =
∞∑
n=−N
cnpi
n
∞ (cn ∈ Fq, c−N 6= 0).
Therefore, for every polynomial β ∈ Fq[T ] of degree m > N , we have
|β + c∞|s∞ = qms.
Hence
∑
β∈Fq [T ]
deg β≥N+1
|ψ∞(βa∞)|
|β + c∞|σ∞
≤
∞∑
m=N+1
(number of polynomials of degree m) q−mσ
≤
∞∑
m=N+1
(q − 1)qm q−mσ
= (q − 1)
∞∑
m=N+1
qm(1−σ)
which is finite. The proof is complete.
We proceed to show that ζP1(s, a∞, c∞) arises from global function field Lerch-Tate
zeta integrals. We take for τ : qZ → A×K the norm section for which τ(q−1) = (pi∞, (1)).
We normalize adelic Haar measures as follows:
• let d×xP be the Haar measure on K×P for which O×P has unit volume;
• take for A×K the product measure d×x =
∏
P∈|C| d
×xP;
• take for AK the self-dual measure with respect to ψ.
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Proposition 4.7.4. Suppose that a = ⊗P∈|C|aP ∈ AK and c = ⊗P∈|C|cP ∈ AK satisfy
(a) aP = cP = 0 for every P ∈ |C| \ {∞};
(b) a∞, c∞ ∈ K∞ and val∞(c∞) > 0.
Suppose further that χs = | · |s and that f = ⊗P∈|C|fP ∈ S(AK) is given by
(a) fP = 1OP for every P ∈ |C| \ {∞};
(b) f∞ = 1m∞ .
Then for Re(s) > 1
Zτ,a,c(f, χs) = ζP1(s, a∞, c∞). (4.12)
Proof. The proof starts with the observation that a fundamental domain for the action
of K× on A1K is given by the following subset of A1K
E := (1 + m∞)×
∏
P∈|C|\{∞}
O×P .
It follows from the hypotheses that
Zτ,a,c(f, χs) =
∞∑
m=−∞
∫
A1K
ψ(ay) f
(
(y + c) τ(q−m)
)
q−ms d×y
=
∞∑
m=−∞
q−ms
∫
C1K
∑
β∈K×
ψ(aβy) f
(
(βy + c) τ(q−m)
) d×y˙
=
∞∑
m=−∞
q−ms
∫
E
∑
β∈K×
ψ(aβy) f
(
(βy + c) τ(q−m)
) d×y.
Since
f
(
(βy + c) τ(q−m)
)
= 1m∞ ((βy∞ + c∞)pi
m
∞)
∏
P∈|C|\{∞}
1OP (βyp),
it follows that f ((βy + c) τ(t)) = 0 unless β ∈ Fq[T ]. If β ∈ Fq[T ] and y = ⊗P∈|C|yP ∈
E, then
ψ(aβy) = ψ∞(βa∞y∞)
f
(
(βy + c) τ(q−m)
)
= 1m∞ ((βy∞ + c∞) pi
m
∞) .
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Therefore
Zτ,a,c(f, χs) =
∞∑
m=−∞
q−ms
∑
β∈Fq [T ]\{0}
∫
1+m∞
ψ∞(βa∞y∞) 1m∞ ((βy∞ + c∞)pi
m
∞) d
×y∞.
An easy calculation then gives
Zτ,a,c(f, χs) =
1
(q − 1)(1− q−s) ζP1(s, a∞, c∞).
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Chapter 5
A generalized Lerch zeta function
5.1 Overview of the chapter
In this chapter we study a generalized Lerch zeta function given by the following
Definition. Suppose that x, y, α and β are complex variables. Set
Z(x, y;α, β) =
∞∑′
n=−∞
1
(n+ x)α(n+ x)β
e(ny) (5.1)
where e(z) = e2piiz and the primed sum excludes the term n = −x when x is an
integer. Here we fix the log branch log z = log |z|+ i arg z with −pi ≤ arg z < pi and
define zγ = eγ log z for two complex numbers z and γ.
The series representation (5.1) is a Fourier expansion of Z(x, y;α, β) in terms of y.
On letting x to be a complex variable, the function 1
(n+x)α(n+x)β
becomes multivalued
in x. We will, however, restrict to the case x ∈ H for the purpose of getting a
single-valued function. Our goal is to show analytic continuation of Z(x, y;α, β) in
(α, β) ∈ C2 by means of Fourier development in terms of the real part of x. The
chapter outline is as follows.
• Section 5.2 shows the absolute convergence of Z(x, y;α, β) for real y and Re(α+
β) > 1.
• In Sections 5.3–5.5, several confluent hypergeometric functions are introduced
and studied in detail. We define and introduce the upsilon hypergeometric
function. We give a tabulation of their analytic properties, stated in a quite
general form.
• Proposition 5.6.1 in Section 5.6 shows that the upsilon hypergeometric function
is the Fourier transform of a product of two complex powers.
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• On putting x = x′ + ix′′, Section 5.7 gives the Fourier expansion of ζ(x, y;α, β)
in terms of x′ and establishes its analytic continuation in (α, β).
• Section 5.8 relates Z(x, y;α, β) to the Lerch zeta function.
Throughout, let C′ = C − R≤0 denote the cut complex plane and C• = C − Z≤0
denote the complex plane punctured at the non-negative integers. Let
H = H+ = {z ∈ C : Im(z) > 0}
H− = {z ∈ C : Im(z) < 0}
H± = H+ ∪H−
C+ = {z ∈ C : Re(z) > 0}
C− = {z ∈ C : Re(z) < 0}.
5.2 Absolute convergence of the series
We are treating complex powers in the definition of Z(x, y;α, β). We define
zα = exp(α log(z))
where log is the principal branch
log(z) = log |z|+ i arg(z)
specifying −pi ≤ arg(z) < pi. We will sometimes need to allow negative real values
for z, in which case arg(z) = −pi and hence zα = |z|αe−piiα.
Lemma 5.2.1. Suppose that w, v ∈ C satisfy −pi ≤ arg(w) + arg(v) < pi. Then
(wv)α = wαvα for every α ∈ C.
Proof. Recall that we fix the log branch log z = log |z|+ i arg z with −pi ≤ arg z < pi
and define zα = exp(α log z). The hypothesis −pi ≤ arg(w) + arg(v) < pi then implies
that arg(wv) = arg(w) + arg(v). Thus (wv)α = wαvα for every α ∈ C.
Remark 5.2.2. Lemma 5.2.1 gives for x ∈ H± the identity
1
(n+ x)α(n+ x)β
=
1
|n+ x|2β(n+ x)α−β .
The following lemma shows that the series representation (5.1) of Z(x, y;α, β)
converges for y ∈ R.
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Lemma 5.2.3. Suppose that x ∈ H and y ∈ R. Suppose further that α, β ∈ C satisfy
Re(α + β) > 1. Then on the region (α, β) ∈ C2 with Re(α + β) > 1, the series
Z(x, y;α, β) =
∞∑′
n=−∞
1
(n+ x)α(n+ x)β
e(ny)
converges absolutely and defines a function which is real analytic in x, y and which is
holomorphic in α, β.
Proof. Put x = x′ + ix′′. If the hypotheses are satisfied, then for every integer n∣∣∣∣ 1(n+ x)α(n+ x)β e(ny)
∣∣∣∣ 1|n+ x′′|Re(α+β) .
Let δ > 0 be arbitrary. Hence the summation which defines ζ(x, y;α, β) is bounded
absolutely and uniformly for Re(α + β) > 1 + δ by
∞∑
n=−∞
1
|n+ x′′|1+δ ,
which is finite because Re(α + β) > 1. The proof is complete.
Remarks 5.2.4. 1. On setting α = s and β = s − a with a ∈ {0, 1}, one derives a
variant of the Lerch zeta function, namely
Z(x, y; s, s+ a) =
∞∑′
n=−∞
(n+ x)a
|n+ x|2s e(ny)
which was studied by Weil [42, Chapter VII], who called it Sa(x,−y, s). This
function exhibits the real analyticity in the “Hurwitz variable” x and the com-
plex analyticity in the “Lerch variable” y.
2. Suppose that s ∈ C. On setting α = s and β = 0, one considers an analytic
continuation of the Lerch zeta function, namely
Z(x, y; s, 0) =
∞∑′
n=−∞
1
(n+ x)s
e(ny) = ζ(s, y, x)
which was the main object of investigation of Lagarias and Li in [8]. This
function exhibits the complex analyticity in both the “Hurwitz variable” x and
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the “Lerch variable” y. We refer the reader to [8] for interesting results on the
multivalued nature of this function.
5.3 Confluent hypergeometric function: Shimura’s tau func-
tion
We start with a confluent hypergeometric function studied by Shimura, namely the tau
function τ(x;α, β). Properties of the tau function were proven and used extensively
in [27, 28, 29, 30]. See also [31, 32] for more recent papers of Shimura related to the
Lerch zeta function. Precedents of the tau function appeared in Maass’ classic works
[15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. Since it is not easy to extract the results, we collect the analytic
properties proven by Shimura and state them in a slightly more general form.
Suppose that x ∈ C with Re(x) > 0. Suppose that α, β ∈ C with Re(β) > 0.
Then the integral
τ(x;α, β) =
∫ ∞
0
e−xt(1 + t)α−1tβ−1dt (5.2)
is uniformly convergent on compacta and defines an analytic function of x, α, β.
Lemma 5.3.1 and Proposition 5.3.2 below are due to Shimura.
Recall that C′ = C− R≤0 and that C• = C− Z≤0.
Lemma 5.3.1. The function τ(x;α, β) extends to an analytic function for x ∈ C′,
α ∈ C, β ∈ C•. In this extended domain, the function τ(x;α, β) satisfies the following
properties:
(i) xβτ(x;α, β) =
∫∞
0
e−t
(
1 + t
x
)α−1
tβ−1dt provided that Re(β) > 0;
(ii) xτ(x;α + 1, β + 1) = βτ(x;α + 1, β) + ατ(x;α, β + 1);
(iii) τ(x;α + 1, β) = τ(x;α, β) + τ(x;α, β + 1);
(iv) x
1−α
Γ(1−α)τ(x; 1−β, 1−α) = x
β
Γ(β)
τ(x;α, β), both sides being analytic for x ∈ C′, α ∈
C, β ∈ C;
(v) ∂xτ(x;α, β) = −τ(x;α, β + 1).
Proof. The analytic continuation consists of two steps. First, suppose that x ∈ R+,
that α ∈ C, and that Re(β) > 0. Then a change of variable t 7→ t
x
in (5.2) gives the
identity
τ(x;α, β) = x−β
∫ ∞
0
e−t
(
1 +
t
x
)α−1
tβ−1 dt,
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the second member of which is analytic for x ∈ C′, α ∈ C,Re(β) > 0. The analyticity
follows immediately from the observation that the term
(
1 + t
x
)α−1
is bounded as
t→ 0 and is polynomially bounded as t→∞, provided that x is in a compact subset
of C′, that α ∈ C, and that Re(β) > 0. Secondly, suppose that x ∈ R+, that α ∈ C,
and that Re(β) > 0. Then an integration by parts of the quantity d
dt
{
e−xt(1 + t)αtβ
}
yields
xτ(x;α + 1, β + 1) = βτ(x;α + 1, β) + ατ(x;α, β + 1).
This identity implies that τ(x;α, β) can be analytically continued to the extended
domain x ∈ C′, α ∈ C, β ∈ C•. The singularities at non-negative integers β are at
worst simple poles; in other words the function (x, α, β) 7→ 1
Γ(β)
τ(x;α, β) is analytic
for x ∈ C′, α ∈ C, β ∈ C. It now follows by analytic continuation that (i) and (ii)
hold true in the asserted domains.
Next, apply (5.2) for τ(x;α + 1, β) and write (1 + t)α = (1 + t)α−1(1 + t). This
yields (iii), first for Re(x) > 0, α ∈ C,Re(β) > 0 and then for the extended domain
by analytic continuation. Also from (5.2), differentiation with respect to x under
integral sign is permissible when Re(x) > 0, α ∈ C,Re(β) > 0. Hence (v) is shown,
originally for Re(x) > 0, α ∈ C,Re(β) > 0 and hence for the extended domain
x ∈ C′, α ∈ C, β ∈ C• by analytic continuation.
Finally, by analytic continuation it suffices to prove (iv) for x ∈ R+, 0 < Re(α) <
1, 0 < Re(β) < 1. In this region
Γ(β)τ(x; 1− β, 1− α) =
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
e−uuβe−xt(1 + t)−βt1−α
du
u
dt
t
=
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
e−v(1+t)vβe−xtt1−α
dv
v
dt
t
=
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
e−vvβe−t(v+x)t1−α
dt
t
dv
v
=
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
e−vvβ(v + x)α−1e−ww1−α
dw
w
dv
v
= Γ(1− α)
∫ ∞
0
e−vvβ(v + x)α−1
dv
v
= Γ(1− α)xα+β−1τ(x;α, β).
Thus (iv) follows. The proof is complete.
Recall that C′ = C− R≤0 and that C• = C− Z≤0.
Proposition 5.3.2. Suppose that x ∈ C′, that α ∈ C, and that β ∈ C•.
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(i) The function τ(x;α, β) satisfies the differential equation
x∂2xτ(x;α, β) + (α + β − x)∂xτ(x;α, β)− βτ(x;α, β) = 0. (5.3)
(ii) Suppose further that 0 < δ < pi
2
. If Re(β) > 0 and Re(α + β) > 1, then
τ(x;α, β) ∼ Γ(α + β − 1)x1−α−β
as x→ 0 in the cone |arg(x)| < pi
2
− δ.
(iii) Suppose further that 0 < δ < pi
2
. If Re(β) > 0, then
τ(x;α, β) ∼ Γ(β)x−β
as x→∞ in the cone |arg(x)| < pi
2
− δ.
Proof. We first show (i). Lemma 5.3.1 (v) implies that ∂xτ(x;α, β) = −τ(x;α, β+ 1)
and that ∂2xτ(x;α, β) = −τ(x;α, β + 2). Therefore, by Lemma 5.3.1 (ii) and (iii),
x∂2xτ(x;α, β) + (α + β − x)∂xτ(x;α, β)− βτ(x;α, β)
= xτ(x;α, β + 2)− (α + β − x)τ(x;α, β + 1)− βτ(x;α, β)
= −(α + β)τ(x;α, β + 1) + (α− 1)τ(x;α− 1, β + 2)
+ (β + 1)τ(x;α, β + 1) + (α− 1)τ(x;α− 1, β + 1)
= (α− 1)
{
τ(x;α− 1, β + 2)− τ(x;α, β + 1) + τ(x;α− 1, β + 1)
}
= 0.
Alternatively, one asserts that the differential operator
D := x∂2x + (α + β − x)∂x − β
applied to the integrand of the integral representation (5.2), namely to
e−xt(1 + t)α−1tβ−1,
yields an exact form
d
dt
{
− e−xt(1 + t)αtβ
}
.
Moreover, any primitive of this exact form takes the same value at the boundaries 0
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and∞. Hence it remains to verify the assertion. On putting f(x) = e−xt(1+t)α−1tβ−1,
∂xf(x) = −tf(x)
∂2xf(x) = t
2f(x),
and so (Df)(x) = f(x)(xt2− t(α+ β − x)− β) = d
dt
{
− e−xt(t+ 1)αtβ
}
. This verifies
the assertion.
We now show (ii). When Re(β) > 0,Re(α+β) > 1 and x→ 0 we have, by Lemma
5.3.1 (i) and the dominated convergence theorem,
τ(x;α, β) = x1−α−β
∫ ∞
0
e−t(x+ t)α−1tβ−1dt ∼ Γ(α + β − 1)x1−α−β.
We next show (iii). When Re(β) > 0 and x → ∞ we have, by Lemma 5.3.1 (i)
and the dominated convergence theorem,
τ(x;α, β) = x−β
∫ ∞
0
e−t
(
1 +
t
x
)α−1
tβ−1dt ∼ Γ(β)x−β.
This completes the proof.
5.4 Confluent hypergeometric function: the upsilon function
In this paragraph we introduce and study the analytic properties of a confluent hy-
pergeometric function, which we call the upsilon function υ(x;α, β). The upsilon
function is closely related to Shimura’s tau function and gives the Fourier transform
of complex powers (Proposition 5.6.1). In Theorem 5.7.2 below we use the upsilon
function and its analytic properties in obtaining the Fourier expansion and hence the
analytic continuation of the generalized Lerch zeta function Z(x, y;α, β).
Suppose that x ∈ C′. Suppose further that α, β ∈ C with Re(β) > 0. Then the
integral
υ(x;α, β) =
∫ ∞
0
e−t(t+ x)α−1tβ−1dt (5.4)
is uniformly convergent on compacta and defines an analytic function of x, α, β. This
is evident on noting that (t + x)α−1 is bounded as t → 0 and that (t + x)α−1 is
polynomially bounded as t→∞. The relation of υ(x;α, β) and the function τ(x;α, β)
in the previous paragraph, by Lemma 5.3.1 (i) and (5.4), is
τ(x;α, β) = x1−α−β υ(x;α, β). (5.5)
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Recall that C′ = C− R≤0 and that C• = C− Z≤0.
Lemma 5.4.1. The function υ(x;α, β) extends to an analytic function for x ∈ C′,
α ∈ C, β ∈ C•. In this extended domain, the function υ(x;α, β) satisfies the following
properties:
(i) υ(x;α, β) = xα−1
∫∞
0
e−t
(
1 + t
x
)α−1
tβ−1dt provided that Re(β) > 0;
(ii) υ(x;α + 1, β + 1) = αυ(x;α, β + 1) + βυ(x;α + 1, β);
(iii) υ(x;α + 1, β) = υ(x;α, β + 1) + xυ(x;α, β);
(iv) x
α−1
Γ(1−α)υ(x; 1−β, 1−α) = x
−β
Γ(β)
υ(x;α, β), both sides being analytic for x ∈ C′, α ∈
C, β ∈ C;
(v) ∂xυ(x;α, β) = (α− 1)υ(x;α− 1, β).
Proof. We first show the analytic continuation and (ii). Suppose that x ∈ C′, that
α ∈ C, and that Re(β) > 0. An integration by parts of the quantity d
dt
{
e−t(t+x)αtβ
}
yields
υ(x;α + 1, β + 1) = αυ(x;α, β + 1) + βυ(x;α + 1, β).
This identity implies that υ(x;α, β) can be analytically continued to the extended
domain x ∈ C′, α ∈ C, β ∈ C•. The singularities at non-negative integers β are at
worst simple poles: the function (x, α, β) 7→ 1
Γ(β)
υ(x;α, β) is analytic for x ∈ C′, α ∈
C, β ∈ C. Thus (ii) follows.
Now suppose that x ∈ R+, that α ∈ C, and that Re(β) > 0. Then a change of
variable t 7→ t
x
in (5.4) gives the identity
υ(x;α, β) = xα−1
∫ ∞
0
e−t
(
1 +
t
x
)α−1
tβ−1 dt,
the second member of which is analytic for x ∈ C′, α ∈ C,Re(β) > 0. The analyticity
follows immediately from the observation that the term
(
1 + t
x
)α−1
is bounded as
t→ 0 and is polynomially bounded as t→∞, provided that x is in a compact subset
of C′, that α ∈ C, and that Re(β) > 0. By virtue of analytic continuation (i) holds
true in the asserted domain.
Next, apply (5.4) for υ(x;α + 1, β) and write (1 + t)α = (1 + t)α−1(1 + t). This
yields (iii), first for Re(x) > 0, α ∈ C,Re(β) > 0 and then for the extended domain
by analytic continuation. Also from (5.4), differentiation with respect to x under
integral sign is permissible when Re(x) > 0, α ∈ C,Re(β) > 0. Hence (v) is shown,
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originally for Re(x) > 0, α ∈ C,Re(β) > 0 and hence for the extended domain
x ∈ C′, α ∈ C, β ∈ C• by analytic continuation.
Finally, by analytic continuation it suffices to prove (iv) for x ∈ R+, 0 < Re(α) <
1, 0 < Re(β) < 1. In this region
Γ(β)υ(x; 1− β, 1− α) =
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
e−uuβe−t(t+ x)−βt1−α
du
u
dt
t
=
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
e−v(t+x)vβe−tt1−α
dv
v
dt
t
=
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
e−vxvβe−t(v+1)t1−α
dt
t
dv
v
=
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
e−vxvβ(v + 1)α−1e−ww1−α
dw
w
dv
v
= Γ(1− α)
∫ ∞
0
e−vxvβ(v + 1)α−1
dv
v
= Γ(1− α)x1−α−βυ(x;α, β).
Thus (iv) follows. The proof is complete.
Remark 5.4.2. For fixed x ∈ C′ and α ∈ C, the function υ(x;α, β) is a meromorphic
function of β ∈ C with simple poles at negative integers. For fixed x ∈ C′, Lemma
5.4.1 (iv) implies that the function 1
Γ(β)
υ(x;α, β) is a holomorphic function of (α, β) ∈
C2.
Recall that C′ = C− R≤0 and that C• = C− Z≤0.
Proposition 5.4.3. Suppose that x ∈ C′, that α ∈ C, and that β ∈ C•. Suppose
further that 0 < δ < pi
2
.
(i) The function υ(x;α, β) satisfies the differential equation
x∂2xυ(x;α, β) + (2− α− β − x)∂xυ(x;α, β) + (α− 1)υ(x;α, β) = 0. (5.6)
(ii) If Re(β) > 0 and Re(α + β) > 1, then
υ(x;α, β) ∼ Γ(α + β − 1)
as x→ 0 in the cone |arg(x)| < pi
2
− δ.
(iii) If Re(β) > 0, then
υ(x;α, β) ∼ Γ(β)xα−1
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as x→∞ in the cone |arg(x)| < pi
2
− δ.
(iv) Let K be a compact subset of C× C•. As x→∞ in the cone |arg(x)| < pi
2
− δ
and uniformly for (α, β) ∈ K, the function υ(x;α, β) is polynomially bounded.
More precisely, there exist positive constants A and B such that
|υ(x;α, β)| ≤ (A+ |x|)B
(
|arg(x)| < pi
2
− δ, (α, β) ∈ K
)
.
Proof. We first show (i). Lemma 5.4.1 (v) implies that ∂xυ(x;α, β) = (α−1)υ(x;α−
1, β) and that ∂2xυ(x;α, β) = (α− 1)(α− 2)υ(x;α− 2, β). Therefore, by Lemma 5.4.1
(ii) and (iii),
x∂2xυ(x;α, β) + (2− α− β − x)∂xυ(x;α, β) + (α− 1)υ(x;α, β)
= (α− 1)
{
x(α− 2)υ(x;α− 2, β) + (2− α− β − x)υ(x;α− 1, β) + υ(x;α, β)
}
= (α− 1)
{
− x(β − 1)υ(x;α− 1, β − 1) + (1− α)υ(x;α− 1, β)
+ (1− β)υ(x;α− 1, β) + υ(x;α, β)
}
= (α− 1)
{
(1− β)υ(x;α, β − 1)− (α− 1)υ(x;α− 1, β) + υ(x;α, β)
}
= 0.
Alternatively, one asserts that the differential operator
D := x∂2x + (2− α− β − x)∂x + (α− 1)
applied to the integrand of the integral representation (5.4), namely to
e−t(t+ x)α−1tβ−1,
yields an exact form
d
dt
{
(1− α)e−t(t+ x)α−2tβ
}
.
Moreover, any primitive of this exact form takes the same value at the boundaries 0
and∞. Hence it remains to verify the assertion. On putting f(x) = e−t(t+x)α−1tβ−1,
∂xf(x) = f(x)
α− 1
t+ x
∂2xf(x) = f(x)
(α− 1)(α− 2)
(t+ x)2
,
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and so
(Df)(x) = (α− 1)f(x)
{x(α− 2)
(t+ x)2
+
2− α− β − x
t+ x
+ 1
}
= (α− 1)f(x) t
2 + tx− β(t+ x)− (α− 2)t
(t+ x)2
=
d
dt
{
(1− α)e−t(t+ x)α−2tβ
}
.
The assertion is verifed.
We next show (ii). When Re(β) > 0,Re(α + β) > 1 and x → 0 we have, by
Lemma 5.4.1 (i) and the dominated convergence theorem,
υ(x;α, β) =
∫ ∞
0
e−t(x+ t)α−1tβ−1 dt ∼ Γ(α + β − 1).
We now show (iii). When Re(β) > 0 and x → ∞ we have, by Lemma 5.4.1 (i)
and the dominated convergence theorem,
υ(x;α, β) = xα−1
∫ ∞
0
e−t
(
1 +
t
x
)α−1
tβ−1 dt ∼ Γ(β)xα−1.
Finally we show (iv). In view of Lemma 5.4.1 (ii), we may assume without loss of
generality that Re(β) > 0. In this case, (iv) is clear from the integral representation
(5.4). This completes the proof.
5.5 Confluent hypergeometric function: Whittaker’s function
Both the tau function τ(x;α, β) and the upsilon function υ(x;α, β) studied in previous
paragraphs are closely related to a Whittaker’s function. For intuition as well as to
shed light on their origin, in this paragraph we tabulate the analytic properties of a
genuine Whittaker’s function, namely the function W (x;α, β). It is a solution to a
confluent hypergeometric second-order differential equation and has rapid decay at
infinity.
Set
W (x;α, β) =
1
Γ(β)
e−
1
2
xxβτ(x;α, β) (5.7)
=
1
Γ(β)
e−
1
2
xx1−α υ(x;α, β). (5.8)
which is called a Whittaker confluent hypergeometric function. It follows from Lemma
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5.3.1 (i) that the Whittaker function W (x;α, β) is an analytic function of x ∈ C′, α ∈
C, β ∈ C.
Lemma 5.5.1. Suppose that x ∈ C′ and that α, β ∈ C. Then
(i) W (x;α, β) = 1
Γ(β)
e−
1
2
x
∫∞
0
e−t
(
1 + t
x
)α−1
tβ−1dt provided that Re(β) > 0;
(ii) W (x;α + 1, β + 1) = W (x;α + 1, β) + α
x
W (x;α, β + 1);
(iii) W (x;α + 1, β) = W (x;α, β) + β
x
W (x;α, β + 1);
(iv) W (x; 1− β, 1− α) = W (x;α, β);
(v) ∂xW (x;α, β) =
(
β
x
− 1
2
)
W (x;α, β)− 1
x
W (x;α, β + 1).
Proof. Each part is a simple translation of the corresponding part in Lemma 5.4.1.
Proposition 5.5.2. Suppose that x ∈ C′, that α ∈ C, and that β ∈ C.
(i) The function W (x;α, β) satisfies the generalized Whittaker’s differential equa-
tion{
x2∂2x + (α− β)x∂x +
[
(α− β)
(
1
2
x− β
)
+
(
β(1− β)− 1
4
x2
)]}
W = 0.
(5.9)
(ii) Suppose further that 0 < δ < pi
2
. If Re(β) > 0 and Re(α + β) > 1, then
W (x;α, β) ∼ Γ(α + β − 1)
Γ(β)
x1−α
as x→ 0 in the cone |arg(x)| < pi
2
− δ.
(iii) Suppose further that 0 < δ < pi
2
. If Re(β) > 0, then
W (x;α, β) ∼ e− 12x
as x→∞ in the cone |arg(x)| < pi
2
− δ.
Proof. First we show (i). For Re(x) > 0, α ∈ C,Re(β) > 0, the function W (x;α, β)
admits an integral representation
W (x;α, β) =
1
Γ(β)
∫ ∞
0
e−
1
2
xxβe−xt(1 + t)α−1tβ−1dt.
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To show (5.9), it suffices to assert that the differential operator
D := ∂2x +
α− β
x
∂x −
{
α− β
x
(β
x
− 1
2
)
+
(1
4
− β(1− β)
x2
)}
applied to the integrand of the above integral representation, namely to
e−
1
2
xxβe−xt(1 + t)α−1tβ−1,
yields an exact form
d
dt
{
− e− 12xxβ−1e−xt(1 + t)αtβ
}
.
Then, since any primitive of this exact form takes the same value at the boundaries
0 and ∞, the differential equation (5.9) follows.
To verify the assertion, one puts f(x) = e−
1
2
xxβe−xt(1 + t)α−1tβ−1 and deduces
that
∂xf(x) = f(x)
(
β
x
− 1
2
− t
)
∂2xf(x) = f(x)
(
t(t+ 1) +
β(β − 1)
x2
− β
x
− 2βt
x
+
1
4
)
,
whence
(Df)(x) = f(x)
{
t(t+ 1) +
β(β − 1)
x2
− β
x
− 2βt
x
+
1
4
+
(α− β)β
x2
+
β − α
2x
+
(β − α)t
x
− α− β
x
(
β
x
− 1
2
)
− 1
4
+
β(1− β)
x2
}
= f(x)
{
t(t+ 1)− αt
x
− β(1 + t)
x
}
=
d
dt
{
− e− 12xxβ−1e−xt(1 + t)αtβ
}
.
This proves the assertion.
We now show (ii). When Re(β) > 0,Re(α+β) > 1 and x→ 0 we have, by Lemma
5.5.1 (i) and the dominated convergence theorem,
W (x;α, β) =
e−
1
2
x
Γ(β)
x1−α
∫ ∞
0
e−t(x+ t)α−1tβ−1 dt ∼ Γ(α + β − 1)
Γ(β)
x1−α.
We next show (iii). When Re(β) > 0 and x → ∞ we have, by Lemma 5.5.1 (i)
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and the dominated convergence theorem,
W (x;α, β) =
e−
1
2
x
Γ(β)
∫ ∞
0
e−t
(
1 +
t
x
)α−1
tβ−1 dt ∼ e− 12x.
This completes the proof.
5.6 A Fourier transform calculation
The confluent hypergeometric functions are useful because they are Fourier transforms
of complex powers.
Proposition 5.6.1. Suppose that x1, x2 ∈ R with x2 > 0. Suppose that ξ ∈ R.
Suppose further that α, β ∈ C with Re(α + β) > 1. Then
∫ ∞
−∞
e(−ξx1)
(x2 − ix1)α(x2 + ix1)β dx1 = 2pi (2x2)
1−α−β

e−2piξx2
Γ(α)Γ(β)
υ(4piξx2;α, β) if ξ > 0
Γ(α+β−1)
Γ(α)Γ(β)
if ξ = 0
e−2pi|ξ|x2
Γ(α)Γ(β)
υ(4pi|ξ|x2; β, α) if ξ < 0.
(5.10)
Proof. This computation is due to Maass [18, pp. 208–209]. It is a standard fact that∫ ∞
0
e−ztts
dt
t
=
Γ(s)
zs
for Re(z) > 0 and Re(s) > 0. First assume that Re(α) > 0, that Re(β) > 0, and that
Re(α + β) > 1. On writing
1
(x2 − ix1)α =
1
Γ(α)
∫ ∞
0
e−(x2−ix1)ttα−1 dt
1
(x2 + ix1)β
=
1
Γ(β)
∫ ∞
0
e−(x2+ix1)uuβ−1 du,
we find that
1
(x2 − ix1)α(x2 + ix1)β =
1
Γ(α)Γ(β)
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
e−x2(t+u)eix1(t−u)tα−1uβ−1 dt du.
A change of variables t 7→ 1
2
(u+ t), u 7→ 1
2
(u− t) yields
1
(x2 − ix1)α(x2 + ix1)β =
21−α−β
Γ(α)Γ(β)
∫ ∞
−∞
∫
u>|t|
e−x2u(u+ t)α−1(u− t)β−1 du eix1t dt.
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Thus the function
x1 7→ 1
(x2 − ix1)α(x2 + ix1)β
is the Fourier transform of the function
t 7→ 2
1−α−β
Γ(α)Γ(β)
∫
u>|t|
e−x2u(u+ t)α−1(u− t)β−1 du.
On applying Fourier inversion formula
g(ξ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
f(x)eixξdx =⇒ f(x) = 1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
g(ξ)e−ixξdξ,
we find that ∫ ∞
−∞
e(−ξx1)
(x2 − ix1)α(x2 + ix1)β dx1
=
2pi · 21−α−β
Γ(α)Γ(β)
∫
u>|2piξ|
e−x2u(u+ 2piξ)α−1(u− 2piξ)β−1 du
=
(2pi)α+β 21−α−β
Γ(α)Γ(β)
∫
u>|ξ|
e−2pix2u(u+ ξ)α−1(u− ξ)β−1 du.
Consider the latter integral. If ξ = 0, the integral is∫ ∞
0
e−2pix2uuα+β−2 du = (2pix2)1−α−βΓ(α + β − 1).
If ξ > 0, the integral is∫ ∞
ξ
e−2pix2u(u+ ξ)α−1(u− ξ)β−1 du
= e−2piξx2
∫ ∞
0
e−2pix2u(u+ 2ξ)α−1uβ−1 du
= e−2piξx2(2pix2)1−α−β
∫ ∞
0
e−u(u+ 4piξx2)α−1uβ−1 du
= e−2piξx2(2pix2)1−α−β υ(4piξx2;α, β).
If ξ < 0, the integral is∫ ∞
|ξ|
e−2pix2u(u− |ξ|)α−1(u+ |ξ|)β−1 du = e−2pi|ξ|x2(2pix2)1−α−β υ(4pi|ξ|x2; β, α).
This concludes (5.10) for Re(α) > 0, Re(β) > 0, and Re(α+β) > 1. But both sides of
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(5.10) are analytic functions of α, β in the domain {(α, β) ∈ C2 : Re(α+β) > 1}. Thus
(5.10) holds for Re(α + β) > 1 by analytic continuation. The proof is complete.
5.7 Fourier expansion and analytic continuation of Z(x, y;α, β)
We are in a position to deduce the Fourier development of the genaralized Lerch zeta
function Z(x, y;α, β), thereby proving its analytic continuation.
Recall that C′ = C− R≤0.
Lemma 5.7.1. (Poisson summation formula) Suppose that y ∈ R, that f ∈ L1(R)
and that f is continuous on R. Suppose further that
∞∑
n=−∞
f(n+ x) e((n+ x)y)
converges absolutely and uniformly for x ∈ T = R/Z, and that
∞∑
ξ=−∞
|fˆ(ξ − y)| <∞.
Then ∞∑
n=−∞
f(n+ x) e(ny) =
∞∑
ξ=−∞
fˆ(ξ − y) e((ξ − y)x).
Proof. Put g(x) =
∑∞
n=−∞ f(n + x) e((n + x)y), so g is a continuous function on T.
Its Fourier coefficient gˆ(ξ), where ξ ∈ Z, is
gˆ(ξ) =
∫ 1
0
g(x) e(−ξx) dx
=
∫ 1
0
∞∑
n=−∞
f(n+ x) e((n+ x)y) e(−ξx) dx
=
∞∑
n=−∞
∫ 1
0
f(n+ x) e((n+ x)y) e(−ξx) dx
=
∫ ∞
−∞
f(x) e((y − ξ)x) dx
= fˆ(ξ − y).
By hypothesis, the Fourier coefficients of g are absolutely summable. Hence the
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Fourier series of g converges uniformly to g, namely
g(x) =
∞∑
ξ=−∞
gˆ(ξ) e(ξx).
Thus ∞∑
n=−∞
f(n+ x) e(ny) =
∞∑
ξ=−∞
fˆ(ξ − y) e((ξ − y)x).
The proof is complete.
Theorem 5.7.2. Suppose that x = x′ + ix′′ ∈ H and that y ∈ R. Suppose further
that α, β ∈ C with Re(α + β) > 1. Then
Z(x, y;α, β) = e(−x′y)
∞∑
n=−∞
cn e(nx
′) (5.11)
where the Fourier coefficients cn = cn(x
′′, y;α, β) are given by
cn = 2pi e
1
2
pii(β−α) (2x′′)1−α−β

e−2pi(n−y)x
′′
Γ(α) Γ(β)
υ(4pi(n− y)x′′;α, β) if n > y
Γ(α+β−1)
Γ(α) Γ(β)
if n = y
e−2pi(y−n)x
′′
Γ(α) Γ(β)
υ(4pi(y − n)x′′; β, α) if n < y.
(5.12)
Proof. We begin the proof by writing
Z(x, y;α, β) =
∞∑
n=−∞
1
(n+ x)α(n+ x)β
e(ny)
=
∞∑
n=−∞
1
(n+ x′ + ix′′)α(n+ x′ − ix′′)β e(ny)
= e
1
2
pii(β−α)
∞∑
n=−∞
1
(x′′ − i(n+ x′))α(x′′ + i(n+ x′))β e(ny)
= e
1
2
pii(β−α)
∞∑
n=−∞
g(x′ + n) e(ny)
where g(x′) := 1
(x′′−ix′)α(x′′+ix′)β ; note that the third equality follows from Lemma
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5.2.1. It follows from Proposition 5.6.1 that
gˆ(ξ) = 2pi (2x′′)1−α−β

e−2piξx
′′
Γ(α)Γ(β)
υ(4piξx′′;α, β) if ξ > 0
Γ(α+β−1)
Γ(α)Γ(β)
if ξ = 0
e−2pi|ξ|x
′′
Γ(α)Γ(β)
υ(4pi|ξ|x′′; β, α) if ξ < 0.
We are in a position to apply Poisson summation formula as stated in Lemma 5.7.1.
Lemma 5.2.3 shows that
∞∑
n=−∞
g(n+ x′) e((n+ x′)y)
converges absolutely and uniformly for x′ ∈ R. Proposition 5.4.3 (iv) shows that
∞∑
ξ=−∞
|gˆ(ξ − y)| <∞.
It now follows from Lemma 5.7.1 that
∞∑
n=−∞
g(n+ x′) e(ny) =
∞∑
ξ=−∞
gˆ(ξ − y)e((ξ − y)x′).
Thus
Z(x, y;α, β) = e
1
2
pii(β−α)
∞∑
ξ=−∞
gˆ(ξ − y) e(x′(ξ − y)).
This proves the theorem.
Theorem 5.7.3. (i) For fixed x ∈ H and fixed y ∈ R−Z, the function Z(x, y;α, β)
extends to an analytic function for α ∈ C, β ∈ C.
(ii) For fixed x ∈ H and fixed y ∈ Z, the function
Z˜(x, y;α, β) = Z(x, y;α, β)− 2pi e 12pii(β−α) (2x′′)1−α−β Γ(α + β − 1)
Γ(α)Γ(β)
extends to an analytic function for α ∈ C, β ∈ C.
Proof. By Theorem 5.7.2, Z(x, y;α, β) admits a Fourier expansion given by (5.11).
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Therefore
Z(x, y;α, β)− δy∈Z 2pi e 12pii(β−α) (2x′′)1−α−β Γ(α + β − 1)
Γ(α)Γ(β)
(5.13)
= e(−x′y)
∞∑
n=−∞
n6=y
cn e(nx
′) (5.14)
where cn = cn(x
′′, y;α, β) is given by (5.12). If n 6= y, then
cn = 2pi e
1
2
pii(β−α) (2x′′)1−α−β
 e
−2pi(n−y)x′′
Γ(α) Γ(β)
υ(4pi(n− y)x′′;α, β) if n > y
e−2pi(y−n)x
′′
Γ(α) Γ(β)
υ(4pi(y − n)x′′; β, α) if n < y.
In view of Lemma 5.4.1 (iv), the second member of (5.13) is an analytic function for
α ∈ C, β ∈ C. Moreover, Proposition 5.4.3 (iii) implies that the Fourier coefficients
cn = cn(x
′′, y, α, β), which are given by (5.12), are of exponential decay as |n| → ∞.
This proves the theorem.
5.8 Relation of Z(x, y;α, β) to the Lerch zeta function
The Lerch zeta function ζ(s, y, x) is given for Re(s) > 1, 0 < x < 1, y ∈ R as the
Dirichlet series
ζ(s, y, x) =
∞∑
n=0
1
(n+ x)s
e(ny).
The Lerch zeta function ζ(s, y, x) has two closely related variants given by the fol-
lowing
Definition 5.8.1. The (real-analytic) Lerch zeta function is defined by the series
ζR(s, y, x) =
∞∑
n=0
1
|n+ x|s e(ny). (5.15)
Here 1|n+x|s = exp(−s log |n+ x|) for the principal branch logarithm.
The series (5.15) converges on the domain
D = {x ∈ C+, y ∈ H}
to an entire function of s ∈ C. For each fixed s ∈ C, the function ζR(s, y, x) is complex
analytic in y and real analytic in x on the domain D.
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If y ∈ R and x ∈ C+, then the series (5.15) converges to an analytic function for
Re(s) > 1. For fixed s with Re(s) > 1 and fixed y ∈ R, the function ζR(s, y, x) is real
analytic in x ∈ C+.
Definition 5.8.2. The (complex-analytic) Lerch zeta function is defined by the series
ζC(s, y, x) =
∞∑
n=0
1
(n+ x)s
e(ny). (5.16)
Here log(n+ x) = log |n+ x|+ i arg(n+ x) with −pi ≤ arg(n+ x) < pi, and 1
(n+x)s
=
exp(−s log(n+ x)).
The series (5.16) converges on the domain D to an entire function of s ∈ C. For
each fixed s ∈ C, the function ζC(s, y, x) is complex analytic in both x and y on the
domain D.
If y ∈ R and x ∈ C+, then the series (5.16) converges to an analytic function for
Re(s) > 1. For fixed s with Re(s) > 1 and fixed y ∈ R, the function ζC(s, y, x) is
complex analytic in x ∈ C+.
Remark 5.8.3. If x, y ∈ R with 0 < x < 1, then
ζR(s, y, x) = ζC(s, y, x) = ζ(s, y, x).
Recall
Z(x, y;α, β) =
∞∑′
n=−∞
1
(n+ x)α(n+ x)β
e(ny)
which, by Lemma (5.2.3), converges for Re(α+ β) > 1 provided that y ∈ R and that
x ∈ C+. In Theorem (5.7.3) we analytically continue it to (α, β) ∈ C2. We now study
how Z(x, y;α, β) relates to ζ(s, y, x), ζR(s, y, x) and ζC(s, y, x).
For Re(s) > 1, x ∈ H, y ∈ R, we have
Z
(
x, y;
s
2
,
s
2
)
=
∞∑
n=−∞
1
|n+ x|s e(ny).
For Re(s) > 1, x ∈ H, y ∈ R, we have
Z (x, y; s, 0) =
∞∑
n=−∞
1
(n+ x)s
e(ny)
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Lemma 5.8.4. (i) Suppose that Re(s) > 1, that x ∈ H± satisfies 0 < Re(x) < 1,
and that y ∈ R. Write x = x′ + ix′′ with x′, x′′ ∈ R, so 0 < x′ < 1. Then
Z(x, y;
s
2
,
s
2
) = ζR(s, y, x) + e(−y) ζR(s,−y, 1− x).
(ii) Suppose that Re(s) > 1, that x ∈ H satisfies 0 < Re(x) < 1, and that y ∈ R.
Write x = x′ + ix′′ with x′, x′′ ∈ R, so 0 < x′ < 1. Then
Z(x, y; s, 0) = ζC(s, y, x) + e(−y) e−piis ζC(s,−y, 1− x).
(iii) Suppose that Re(s) > 1, that x ∈ H− satisfies 0 < Re(x) < 1, and that y ∈ R.
Write x = x′ + ix′′ with x′, x′′ ∈ R, so 0 < x′ < 1. Then
Z(x, y; s, 0) = ζC(s, y, x) + e(−y) epiis ζC(s,−y, 1− x).
Proof. We first show (i). If the hypotheses are satisfied, then x ∈ H± ∩ C+ and so
Z
(
x, y;
s
2
,
s
2
)
=
∞∑
n=−∞
1
|n+ x|s e(ny)
=
∞∑
n=0
1
|n+ x|s e(ny) +
−1∑
n=−∞
1
|n+ x|s e(ny)
= ζR(s, y, x) + e(−y) ζR(s,−y, 1− x).
This proves (i).
We next show (ii). If the hypotheses are satisfied, then x ∈ H ∩ C+ and so
Z (x, y; s, 0) =
∞∑
n=−∞
1
(n+ x)s
e(ny)
=
∞∑
n=0
1
(n+ x)s
e(ny) +
−1∑
n=−∞
1
(n+ x)s
e(ny)
= ζC(s, y, x) + e(−y) e−piis ζC(s,−y, 1− x).
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The last equality follows from Lemma 5.2.1 since
−1∑
n=−∞
1
(n+ x)s
e(ny) = e(−y)
∞∑
m=0
1
(−m− 1 + x)s e(−my)
= e(−y) e−piis
∞∑
m=0
1
(m+ 1− x)s e(−my).
This proves (ii).
Finally we show (iii). If the hypotheses are satisfied, then x ∈ H ∩ C+ and so
Z (x, y; s, 0) =
∞∑
n=−∞
1
(n+ x)s
e(ny)
=
∞∑
n=0
1
(n+ x)s
e(ny) +
−1∑
n=−∞
1
(n+ x)s
e(ny)
= ζC(s, y, x) + e(−y) epiis ζC(s,−y, 1− x).
The last equality follows from Lemma 5.2.1 since
−1∑
n=−∞
1
(n+ x)s
e(ny) = e(−y)
∞∑
m=0
1
(−m− 1 + x)s e(−my)
= e(−y) epiis
∞∑
m=0
1
(m+ 1− x)s e(−my).
This proves (iii).
We derive a relation between the limit behaviour of Z
(
x, y; s
2
, s
2
)
(resp. Z(x, y; s, 0))
to the Lerch zeta function ζ(s, y, x) where one fixes y ∈ R and lets x approach the
segment 0 < x < 1 from the upper or lower half-plane.
Proposition 5.8.5. (i) Suppose that Re(s) > 1, that x ∈ H± satisfies 0 < Re(x) <
1, and that y ∈ R. Write x = x′ + ix′′ with x′, x′′ ∈ R, so 0 < x′ < 1. Then
lim
x′′→0
Z(x′ + ix′′, y;
s
2
,
s
2
) = ζ(s, y, x′) + e(−y) ζ(s,−y, 1− x′).
(ii) Suppose that Re(s) > 1, that x ∈ H satisfies 0 < Re(x) < 1, and that y ∈ R.
Write x = x′ + ix′′ with x′, x′′ ∈ R, so 0 < x′ < 1. Then
lim
x′′→0
Z(x′ + ix′′, y; s, 0) = ζ(s, y, x′) + e(−y) e−piis ζ(s,−y, 1− x′).
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(iii) Suppose that Re(s) > 1, that x ∈ H− satisfies 0 < Re(x) < 1, and that y ∈ R.
Write x = x′ + ix′′ with x′, x′′ ∈ R, so 0 < x′ < 1. Then
lim
x′′→0
Z(x′ + ix′′, y; s, 0) = ζ(s, y, x′) + e(−y) epiis ζ(s,−y, 1− x′).
Proof. We first show (i). If the hypotheses are satisfied, then by Lemma 5.8.4
Z
(
x, y;
s
2
,
s
2
)
= ζR(s, y, x) + e(−y) ζR(s,−y, 1− x)
For fixed s with Re(s) > 1 and fixed y ∈ R, the function ζR(s, y, x) is real analytic in
x ∈ H ∩ C+. On taking the limit as x′′ → 0
lim
x′′→0
Z(x′ + ix′′, y;
s
2
,
s
2
) = ζR(s, y, x
′) + e(−y) ζR(s,−y, 1− x′).
This, in view of Remark 5.8.3, shows (i).
We next show (ii). If the hypotheses are satisfied, then by Lemma 5.8.4
Z (x, y; s, 0) = ζC(s, y, x) + e(−y) e−piis ζC(s,−y, 1− x)
For fixed s with Re(s) > 1 and fixed y ∈ R, the function ζC(s, y, x) is complex analytic
in x ∈ H ∩ C+. On taking the limit as x′′ → 0
lim
x′′→0
Z(x′ + ix′′, y; s, 0) = ζC(s, y, x′) + e(−y) e−piis ζC(s,−y, 1− x′).
This, in view of Remark 5.8.3, shows (ii).
Finally we show (iii). If the hypotheses are satisfied, then by Lemma 5.8.4
Z (x, y; s, 0) = ζC(s, y, x) + e(−y) epiis ζC(s,−y, 1− x)
For fixed s with Re(s) > 1 and fixed y ∈ R, the function ζC(s, y, x) is complex analytic
in x ∈ H ∩ C+. On taking the limit as x′′ → 0
lim
x′′→0
Z(x′ + ix′′, y; s, 0) = ζC(s, y, x′) + e(−y) epiis ζC(s,−y, 1− x′).
This, in view of Remark 5.8.3, shows (iii).
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